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FOREWORD
1. As stated in Booklet 1, entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS, there
is an evil hypnotic spell cast upon the Ethiopian (Wooly-Haired People by Nature) everywhere
by Leviathan via Caucasians and their Bible, and the adverse spell is also in the atmosphere
itself, because Leviathan emanates it. It is the GHOST SPELL of spiritual ignorance and racial
indifference, and the only way the opium like hypnosis can be destroyed is by right knowledge,
wisdom, and understanding working with Nature and Its atmosphere of the New Cycle, the
Revolutionary Cycle, now coming in because right knowledge, wisdom and understanding
produce right thinking, and right thinking causes us to follow the right way to liberty and
equality through right words and right works. Right knowledge is truth, and TRUTH IS THE
BEST KNOWLEDGE, therefore, if information is the best knowledge, it is RIGHT
KNOWLEDGE.
2. Part of the evil spell is NEGATIVE SPIRIT FORCES within the oppressed, dispatched there
by Leviathan, and this means, although those negative spirit forces are within the Captives, they
are enemies of the captives and thereby working against the captives by compelling the
oppressed to do the very things that are against the oppressed in the rise from their serfdom. It is
a very depressive position for a race of people to be in-having forces within self constantly
working against self and kind. But that is the position of the oppressed, and the only way to
destroy the negative forces that maintain that position is destroy the negativism (ignorance) that
[4] those negative forces live and strive on. The acceptance of right knowledge is the solution,
for that leads to right thinking, and right thinking leads to right action.
3. Ethiopians, do not just read the Booklets entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS but also study them, because these Booklets are dedicated and designed to
offset and help destroy negative mind, negro mind, and slave mind among us. Negro mentality is
negative mentality is slave mentality. Negro, negative, and slave mind is one (regardless of race
or color) that knows no more or little more than what Caucasians have written for public reading
and spoken for public hearing, or no more or little more than what Caucasians and or their
helpers have taught. The results of the GHOST SPELL are negative and slave mentality, replete
with physical slaves and captives.
4. The Moon Cycle (which lasted six thousand years) ended in February 1962. Just before the
end of each RULING CYCLE of Nature, a male person is authorized and appointed by the
Forces of Nature to determine and disclose to the people (especially those of his own kind) the
hidden past, the changing present, and the ruling future. The Moon Cycle was the climax and
final phase of the Evolutionary Cycle which lasted 17 million 250 thousand years. Therefore,
since the end of the Moon Cycle was also the end of the Evolutionary Cycle (the Cycle of
Mankind) and it is now the REVOLUTIONARY CYCLE which means EVOLUTIONARY
REVERSE, it was necessary for the Forces of Nature to select from among the oppressed, a
Wooly-Haired Ethiopian (a descendent of Ptah) and qualify, authorize, and appoint [5] him to

manifest the knowledge of and rule the beginning present cycle.
5. Just as there are forces that can foretell the future, there are also forces that can retrace the
past, and AMUNUBI RAHKAPTAH (Writer of BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS) has access to all forces necessary to retrace and foretell, and this fact made
these Booklets possible. One authorized and appointed by the Forces of Nature is given
connection and access to powers of the Sun and Moon and powers of Planet Earth that he may
take his place in the Sun, meaning, in universal affairs, and all of his kind who are able to learn,
understand, and accept universal knowledge and facts as disclosed by NINE ETHER will also be
given the same connections and powers for realization and maintenance of liberty, justice,
equality, rightness, and survival beyond Armageddon, the war of showdown between right and
wrong.
6. Right knowledge organizes and unifies the minds of Ethiopians, individually and collectively.
If knowledge is not to be confusing and thereby ineffective, it must be in sequence. Knowledge
received must be in organized sequence in order to put the mind in order and unity. One purpose
of these Booklets entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS is to help
organize and put the minds of Ethiopians in unity and order enough to qualify for our own
efficacious spiritual science called NUWAUPU. Nuwaupu and the Forces and Powers hereof are
liberty, equality, justice, rightness, and proper survival for Ethiopians everywhere. Nuwaupu and
[6] the Powers that make it effective and binding are the equalizers for Ethiopians in all fields of
necessity and endeavors in which other races offer contest. The liberation forces for Ethiopians
are not God, Jesus, Lord, Christ nor the spirit power-names of any other race. The liberation
forces of Ethiopians (Wooly-Haired People by Nature) is NINE ETHER whose scientific name
will be disclosed in our science NUWAUPU. Nine Ether is the Original Creative Forces that
made these Booklets possible.
7. When the Writer uses the name ETHIOPIAN, he does not mean only a Wooly- Haired Person
born in the small territory in Africa called Ethiopia today; he means a Wooly-Haired Person born
anywhere in the Universe. The root of the word Ethiopian is ETHER, and Ether is the Creative
Power that the Sun and other True Stars produce and emanate. Nine Ether is the celestial origin
of all Ethiopians, for It is the power that produced the African Pygmy (the Dwarf Ethiopian), the
Ancestral Tree of all Wooly-Haired People. At one time all Africa (all our motherland itself) and
the nearby surrounding islands and territories were called ETHIOPIA, and the Atlantic Ocean
was called THE ETHIOPIAN SEA. Therefore, Ethiopian is a name that gives Wooly-Haired
People their celestial origin terrestrial origin, and ancestral origin. Hence, Ethiopian is the best
all around name identification for mentally resurrected Wooly-Haired People, until Nuwaupu by
power of Nine Ether gives us Ethiopians our new-cycle name.
8. If a person has a negro, negative, or slave mentality, these Booklets will help him or her get
rid of it, provided the person not just read the Booklets but also study them and accept the facts
therein and herein. Facts can be rejected [7] but they can not be refuted. Those of us Ethiopians
who shall survive Armageddon, the showdown between right and wrong, will accept these facts
and adhere to them. Caucasians did not and will not teach others (besides themselves) any real

knowledge about Universal Powers and forces which would enable others to rule themselves and
rule Caucasians. Moreover, other races are not going to give Wooly-Haired People real universal
knowledge either, because in real spiritual and universal knowledge is where REAL RULING
POWER is found and exercised.
9. For the time being, it may be permissible for Caucasians to teach occupational knowledge,
jobs, and trades plus mathematics - works and subjects that no one can be deceived with by
others - but not subjects like history, religion, origins, etc., because Caucasians will not and
sometimes can not give others the facts about these subjects. Caucasians know and teach certain,
occupational jobs and trades according to present-day standards, and mathematics is in universal
science which speaks for itself, but what can Caucasians teach anyone about morals and best way
of life, when they are those who destroyed real knowledge, morals, and best way of life by
suppressing and murdering Darker Peoples, lying to divide others and create ignorance, and
stealing other peoples' lands, culture, and natural resources, that is, other peoples' heritages.
Caucasians never did and never will give others true spiritual and universal knowledge, because
much of it they do not know themselves, and what they do know they keep it among themselves,
so [8] that they may continue to rule the ignorant and impoverished.
10. Occupational, professional, and technical knowledge we need and should have, but We
Ethiopians need more than that in order to be free and equal again and have ruling power.
Occupational, vocational, professional, and technical knowledges are not sufficient to eliminate
negro, negative, and slave mentality. Negro or negative mentality (negative mind) is one which
is void of real universal knowledge - knowledge about time and origin of Universes, Stars,
Planets, Satellites; origin of oceans, mountains, vegetation; time and origin of races, cultures, and
what each race is supposed to represent. Negro mentality is void of its own true spiritual science,
and the powers which maintain a race's spiritual science are those that create a race's culture,
make its history, and direct its way of life. Therefore, if a race does not have its own true
spiritual science, it is void of what is necessary to make it free and equal. In the case of
Ethiopians, NUWAUPU is his and her true spiritual and universal science.
11. Universal knowledge informs us about the governing codes and cycles of all existences and
living beings, and kinds of spirit forces and the ones that are for or against whom. Real universal
knowledge must answer the knowledge questions: WHEN, WHERE, WHAT, WHO, HOW,
WHY, and NATURE OF, that is, whom a thing is for or against. Amunubi Rahkaptah, the Writer
of Booklets entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS, is qualified by the
Forces of Nature to receive and disclose universal knowledge, unveil the [9] past, emphasize the
present, and blueprint the future. What Amunubi Rahkaptah writes is meant to destroy the
barriers between Wooly-Haired People and their spiritual science and heritage in general.
Universal Forces can not beneficially and effectively work for us and with us as long as so many
minds among us are so negative, because negative mind attracts negative forces and those
negative forces destroy us and cause us to destroy ourselves. Then we need positive mentality to
offset the negative, then we will have the brain power necessary to identify ourselves with
Universal Forces, and they will help us to liberty and equality and justice.
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12. When the Caucasian meets someone who does not believe in God, that is, Ghost, he calls that
person an ATHEIST, because there are two kinds of spirit (Ghost and Ether), therefore, if a
person is not of Ghost, that is, God, he or she must be of Ether, hence, he or she is called
ATHEIST by Caucasians. Atheist and Etherist have the same ORIGINAL or ETYMOLOGICAL
meaning - NOT GOD or NOT OF GOD, because, if one was originally created by Ether instead
of Ghost, that person by Nature is NOT GOD and NOT OF GOD. A person originally created by
Ether can and most likely will become OF GOD and CREATED By GOD MENTALLY during
the Cycle of God (the Moon Cycle). The beginning letter, of Ether was A instead of E in ancient
times. Amunubi Rahkaptah is able to distinguish between that which is for Ethiopians and that
which is against him and her. Ghost (God), the spirit of Caucasians, represents death for
Ethiopians and is thereby against Ethiopians. Nine Ether, the spirit of Ethiopians, represents life,
and of [10] course life and death are opposites just as Ethiopians and Caucasians are opposites.
Moreover, death is an enemy of life just as the Caucasian is an enemy of the Ethiopian.
13. The purpose of anything and everything written, in these Booklets is to help destroy negro,
negative, and slave mentality, so that Wooly-Haired People everywhere may have and exercise
free mind and equal mind and thereby enjoy freedom and equality because, if a person has free
mind, he will do free things and, if a person has equal mind, he will do equal things. Booklets
entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS are designed to open the way to
a spiritual and mental revolution by right knowledge, because there can be no change in racial
status for Black People as a whole without first having change in mental powers and spiritual
forces. The same old spirit forces and the same old minds will perpetuate the same old system.
Although ways and means of maintaining the old system may change, it will be the same old
system still as long as the same old minds and the same old spirits prevail, because the same old
system is the nature of them.
14. Change in mental status by right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding brings change in
spiritual status, because right know ledge destroys ignorance in the mind, then the spirit forces of
ignorance that maintain ignorance have nothing to subsist on and they die, dissipate, or become
sealed in the Earth. When the mind receives right knowledge and accepts it, the mind defends
itself by fighting against the forces of ignorance (its enemy), and when the right side of the mind
defeats the weaker side, the person becomes free and equal as sufficient effort is made. The
results of cruel suppression of the mind and [11] the accumulation of gross ignorance are the
state of miserable condition where the slave and slave-master or captive and captor pray to the
same God. Since the slave master is an enemy of the slave, if the slave prays to the same God as
the master, he is praying to the God that enabled the slave-master to enslave the captive, and that
God is the enemy of the slave or captive just as the slave master is. The ONE GOD DOCTRINE
that the slave-master indoctrinated the slave with is FALSE and A TRICK to keep the slave from
recognizing any other spiritual power but that of the slave-master. There are MANY GODS but
ONLY ONE SUPREME BEING or ALMIGHTY, and that being is INFINITE, OMNIPOTENT
NATURE who has innumerable powers and parts. The One Supreme Being is EVERY
PERSON, EVERY PLACE, and EVERY THING - finite and infinite, visible and invisible.
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15. The powers and forces of Nuwaupu are liberation and salvation for Wooly-Haired People
everywhere. LIBERATION for Ethiopians is MENTAL AND PHYSICAL SEPARATION
FROM ADVERSE FORCES, and SALVATION for Ethiopians is KEEPING ADVERSE
FORCES AWAY FROM WOOLY-HAIRED PEOPLE AFTER THEY HAVE BEEN
LIBERATED. Therefore, salvation comes after liberation and is the maintenance and
perpetuation of liberty, justice, equality, and rightness. Like Booklet I, this Booklet helps to open
the prison gate that has the minds of Ethiopians locked in, and as the gate or mental confinement
opens, ignorance will flee and right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding will become the
keeper of Ethiopian minds. Right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding are Nuwaupu, [12] and
Nuwaupu is the spiritual science of all Wooly-Haired People throughout THE UNIVERSES. The
Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS are not the science
Nuwaupu itself, but the diligent reading and diligent study and profound understanding of these
Booklets will open the mind, tear down barriers, and qualify the mind for the universal science
called NUWAUPU.
16. The Reader will understand these Booklets better, if he or she REMEMBERS: Leviathan is
the Sun God, Earth God, and Moon God for mankind - all straight-haired peoples. Leviathan can
manifest itself as the Sun God at one time, the Earth God at another time, and the Moon God at
still another time, or it can manifest itself as a combination of two or all three at the same time.
The group called Adam six thousand years ago was an incarnation of the Earth God known as
Geb, Dagon, Jesus, Bal, et cetera. Moreover, Leviathan is God at one time and the Devil at
another time or both at the same time. Of course, this means that Leviathan is VERY
POWERFUL and VERY DECEPTIVE. In fact, Leviathan is the forces of trickery, deception,
and hypocrisy. Leviathan is the SPIRIT FORCES of THE BIBLE. Leviathan is SIX ETHER,
that is, spirit fire that produces Ghost. If the Reader understands this paragraph, he or she can
understand the Bible and the Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS. In this Booklet there may be repetition, but it is needed for clarity and
emphasis.
[13] A. From the ending of the Old Testament to the beginning of the New Testament, why
is there a time span of three or four hundred years?
17. As was stated in Booklet I, the Egyptians and Jews had a war around sixteen hundred (1600)
B.C., and the Egyptians, lead by Moses, that is, the Pharaoh Thothmose the First, defeated the
Jews and repatriated them back to Asia with the aid of THE EGYPTIAN ARMY. After this
event, Egypt became a war-like and conquering nation and took over all western Asia. Egypt
ruled western Asia with great control until around six or seven hundred (600 or 700) B.C., then
its rule began to weaken and Caucasians began to gain strength. By two or three hundred (200 or
300) B.C. the Caucasians had control of Egyptian territory including Egypt itself, and they
started to suppressing the Egyptian religion, which was PANTHEISM, and persecuting those
who maintained it.
18. The Caucasians (Romans, Jews, and other Greeks) suppressed the Egyptian religion by
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taking certain books out of circulation, burning others, forbidding the adherents to practice it,
and killing off the Egyptian priests and prophets (St. Matthew 23 chapter 35 verse) who
protested and resisted. Zachariah (an Egyptian priest of high rank) was murdered before the end
of that suppression. The killing of Jesus was considered the end of Pantheism, therefore they
called the death of Jesus the death of the God Pan (same as Faunus). Pan is the GOAT GOD and
Caucasians celebrate December 25th as the birthday of Jesus every year, because Pan (Capricorn
of the Zodiac) is born every December around that time and Jesus of two thousand years ago was
considered [14] to be Capricorn, THE SCAPE GOAT.
19. As also stated in Booklet I, the name of the man called Jesus was Esau Panthera. Panthera is
a word which refers to the Great Sphinx at Giza, Egypt, and also refers to the religion of Noah
which was Pantheism, hence. Jesus was the last incarnation of Noah, the Evolutionary Forces.
Noah, 17 million 250 thousand years ago in person of Ham, Shem, and Japheth, was the
beginning of Jesus (Six Ether) on Planet Earth, and Cain (first, born children of Adam and Eve)
was the beginning of Christ (Ghost) in person on Orb Earth six thousand years ago. Everything
that is invisible on Planet Earth has a visible counterpart somewhere on this Planet. The name
Noel (as in the Christmas carrol) means NOAH IS ELYON, ELOAH, OR ELOHIM; Elyon,
Eloah, or Elohim is Jesus and Jesus is SIX ETHER, the forces of Evolution. Jesus (who has
many names such as Elyon, Marduk, Molech, Zeus, Jupiter, Ra, Harmachis, et cetera) was the
God of the Phoenesians. Noah (Jesus) is the Zodiac, and the Zodiac is Leviathan. The Zodiac has
many forms such as the dog, monkey, eagle, serpent, crocodile, et cetera, that are not shown in
almanacs, dictionaries, and encyclopedias.
20. It is written that the Jews are descendants of Shem and that Abraham was their father-this is
true in the sense that Shem is the East Indian People and that Abraham (Ham) is the Phoenesian
People and the Jews were extracted by the Moon God from the East Indian and Phoenesian
Peoples. The words JEW and HEBREW are confusing to some people, because many people
think they are the same in meaning. No people can be true [15] Jews or true Christians by Nature
but Caucasians. The word Jew (Gew) is short for Greek or a short combination of the words
Greek and Hebrew, and the word Hebrew means Star-worshipper of Black, because the original
Hebrews were Star-worshippers and the surfaces of the True Stars are Black in color. However,
the Jews adopted the term Hebrew because they are derivatives of those East Indians and
Phoenesians who were Hebrews, therefore, when the terms Hebrew and Jew are used in the
Bible, most people think they mean the Caucasian of Judaism-in some cases YES and some
cases NO.
21. Hebrew is a variant of the word Ghebre (sometimes spelled Gheber). A GHEBRE is A FIREWORSHIPPER. A True Star is Fire-ETHER FIRE. The Sun of our Solar System is one of the
True Stars. There were Ethiopians [who were] Hebrews too, meaning, Wooly-Haired People
who were Hebrews. However, since the Jews have possessed the term Hebrew for themselves,
let them have it. Let us not try to reclaim it, because the Wooly-Haired People among the other
Hebrews were only being used anyway. Moreover, the original Hebrew writers of the books of
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the Bible were Ethiopians and Phoenesians, BEING USED by the Moon God to reprove the
Caucasians concerning what they were doing to Darker Peoples. But the Moon God knew that
the Caucasians would persecute and even kill the reprovers, but that was part of the game the
Moon was playing to keep the Moon Cycle in progress and the Caucasians in power, and this is
why Jonah rejected the calling and other people of the Old Testament complained and murmured
against God (the Moon God).
22. In light of the foregoing paragraph, we can easily [16] see that the people in bondage and
captivity in the Bible were Darker Peoples, especially Phoenesians and Ethiopians. It is written
that the Hebrews lost their tribal identities around four or five hundred B.C., but there never were
any twelve tribes of Israel in the first place. The Hebrews who began losing their identity around
that time were not the Caucasians of Judaism but the Phoenesians, because around that time is
when the Caucasians started their cruel persecution and suppression against the Phoenesians, and
the Phoenesians started going wherever they could to escape those atrocities and brutalities.
23. So by three or four hundred B.C. (around the time the last book of the Old Testament is
supposed to have been written) there was hardly any need for a prophet, because the Phoenesians
were so well scattered, but there were various writings between four hundred B.C. and one B.C.
by priests and prophets that should be part of the Old Testament, but are not, because they tell of
the cruel persecutions and atrocities that preceded the appearance of Jesus. The Darker Peoples
of the regions controlled by Caucasians were forced to accept the Caucasians' new version of
CHRISTIANITY (St. Matthew 23 chapter 15 verse) which came out of the Alexandrian schools
of Egypt around three hundred B.C.
24. The Septuagint (the Greek Version of the Old Testament from which came the Latin and
English versions) was compiled (collected) after Alexander the Great (the Greek) marched
(unopposed) into Egypt and northern Africa around 333 B.C. The Septuagint was published
several decades later (around 300 B.C.), and this means that the Jews did not have an organized
Bible until the [17] Greek versions was compiled, for they had been using various scrolls and
parchments for their religious rituals and rites. Moreover, the Jews were well schooled in the
CABALA SYSTEM - a system of mystery words and clandestine know-how passed down from
father to son and mother to daughter, orally, but never put in writing.
25. There have been many versions and revisions of the Septuagint (the Old Testament) since its
compilation and publication around 300 B.C. The 70 or 72 emissaries from Jerusalem (those
were supposed to be the ones who compiled the Old Testament) are the people who were
persuaded to change the writings to suit the purposes of the Caucasian rulers. At the time of the
advent of Jesus, apparently the Jews had not yet claimed the Ethiopian and Phoenesian bondage
and captivities of the Old Testament as their own, as evidenced by this written statement - St.
John 8 chapter 33 verse.
26. Jews and other Caucasians, if given the opportunity in the future, will also claim the
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enslavement of the American Negro as enslavement of Caucasians, as the Jews claimed the
enslavement of the Egyptian as the enslavement of Jews. Moreover, in reading the Bible, people
make the mistake of concentrating too much on what God or Jesus is supposed to have said and
too little emphasis on the other side of the argument, and through this error, people miss valuable
information and eye-opening knowledge which refute many biblical and Caucasian claims, not
only by words but also by what actually took place before and then, took place since, and is
taking place now. In other words, note that secular history does not coincide with those claims
and that the Caucasians are still doing today what, they did then claiming one thing [18] and then
doing another, and this makes them history's best known hypocrites and prevaricators.
27. So there is a time span of three or four hundred years between the Old and New Testaments
because (1) The Hebrews (the Phoenesians) were too well scattered, therefore there was little
need for a prophet (2) After the Septuagint (the Old Testament) was compiled and published
around 300 B.C., any biblical writing in B.C. after that would have to be an unauthorized
addition to the Old Testament (and there are unauthorized additions that are not published in the
King James Version, such as BEL AND THE DRAGON, THE WISDOM OF JESUS, THE
MACCABEES, et cetera) and (3) There were many words and works that went on between 400
B.C. and 1 B.C. which the Caucasians did not want known, such as the persecutions and
atrocities Caucasians used to eliminate Egyptian Pantheism before they finished it off around the
time of Jesus.
B. Why are there FOUR similar books about the same story at the beginning of the New
Testament instead of ONE ?
28.Because in reorganizing Christianity after the death of Jesus, the Caucasians had no proof of
their stories, particularly the parts pertaining to immaculate conception and resurrection of Jesus.
The reorganizers of Christianity could not bring out the parts about the immaculate conception
and resurrection until scores of years after the death of Jesus, because the people living in his
time, and for years after, knew better. Therefore, they could not publish with success these
additions to the story [19] about Jesus until the people who knew better had died out and certain
parts of the true story had been concealed. It was not until around 325 A.D. (The Council of
Nicea) that regorganized Christianity really began to flourish in the form that we know it today,
because the new concepts called immaculate conception and resurrection had been added by that
time.
29. The earlier forms of Christianity, such as the beginning of the St. John, did not have the later
ideas called the immaculate conception and the resurrection in the sense that it is taught in the
West. However, ORIGINAL Christianity did start with THE OSIRIS AND SET LEGEND
which is based on the true story about ABEL AND CAIN. Christianity (before that based on
Jesus of two thousand years ago) broke out around 560 or 600 B.C., when the Phoenesians’
power began to wane, and Caucasians’ power began to wax. These earlier forms of Christianity
started with Greek Philosophers such as Pythagoras, Hippocrates, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, et
cetera, who received their knowledge from THE EGYPTIAN MYSTERY SYSTEM that was
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headed by Egyptian priests, prophets, and other mystic men. Of course the first and earliest form
of Christianity started with CAIN. The beginning of the loss of Egyptian power, freedom and
independence is when the Egyptians let Greeks and other Caucasians into their Mystery System
from which thy obtained vast knowledge, secrets, and activating names of Gods and Goddesses.
The Egyptians had what was called MYSTERIES and also GREATER MYSTERIES. The
Phoenesians (latter-day Egyptians) took the Caucasians into their confidence, and that [20] was
the beginning of the end of Egyptian power and rule.
30. Alexander the Great, that is, the Greek, was a member of the Egyptian Mystery System, and
by time he came on the scene around 333 B.C., the way was clear for just about anything the
Caucasians wanted to put forth, and this is why Alexander was able to march (unopposed) into
Egypt, eastern and northern Africa, and elsewhere. Although Alexander had sworn his alliance
and allegiance to the objectives of the Egyptian Mystery System of which he was a member, he
was also a member of a VAST CLANDESTINE Spy SYSTEM OF CAUCASIANS whose aim
was to deceive and deprive the Phoenesians of their ruling power and independence. The first
member of the spy ring to join the Mystery System was the first Caucasian accepted into the
Mystery System, because that is the nature of the Caucasian - to deceive and spy on Darker
Peoples. The Caucasian spy ring was the key that opened and cleared the way for Alexander's
march. Once the Caucasians were admitted into the Mysteries of Egypt, of course, the power
they received would be or would turn adverse like the Caucasians were, and that adverse power
was enough to make the spy system successful by help of the Moon God, Caucasian women, and
some of the Phoenesians themselves who were spellbound by the Moon God.
31. Alexander the Greek was falsely built up as a great conqueror, but he was a fake who the
Caucasian spy system chose to take the bows for the work the spy system had done. However,
most Greek philosophers and members of the spy system who were also members of the Mystery
System met with ill-fate for their deceit and broken vows [21] to the laws of the Mysteries; the
philosophy they taught was from Darker Peoples and foreign to their people, and their people
were afraid of it at first, and the teachers of the new philosophy who were not put to death, died
in shame and disgrace, including Alexander who died of intemperance (drunkeness) at the early
age of 32. The Alexandrian (Christian) schools in Egypt (that started around 300 B.C. and were
named in honor of Alexander the Greek) produced such early Christians and reformed Jews as
the Stoics, Gnostics, Essenes, Zealots, and others who lasted until the advent of Jesus and for a
time after, but the Essenes (who were also called Zealots) and some others became a part of
Jesus' followers.
32. Subsequently, the four (gospels (the first four books at the beginning of the New Testament)
had no factual backing when the immaculate conception and resurrection concepts were
organized and became doctrine prior to the Council of Nice (325 A. D), therefore, the organizers
at the Council decided to publish four similar books and proclaim that four eyewitnesses
(Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John) who had no contact with each other wrote their books in four
different places at the same time-this plus the similarities among the four books supposed to
prove the Gospels. But that is no proof because (1) There would have to be further proof of the
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four eyewitnesses who had no contact with each other and wrote their books in different places at
the same time, therefore, (2) Three of the books were produced from the original one (St. John)
of the four or all four from a fifth book (the Osiris-Egyptian BOOK OF THE DEAD) which the
public has never seen.
[22] 33. In other words, Caucasians could tell the people anything after those who knew the true
story had died out or were put to death. The Caucasian title of the Bible is HOLY BIBLE, but the
universal title of the Bible is BOOK OF THE DEAD, because it is from the dead and is for the
deaf the physical and mental dead, and this is why we see the same symbol on the church (house
of the mental dead) that we see in the cemetery (place of the physical dead). The symbol to
which we refer is THE CROSS, the sign of the dead-physical and mental. CROSS is a word that
refers to CRESCENT, and crescent refers to THE MOON-a dead universal body which supports
and multiplies the physical and mental dead and their forces on Planet Earth. The Egyptian
BOOK OF THE PYRAMIDS (the cemetery) and BOOK OF THE DEAD (the Bible) were
magnified by TEHUTI (sometimes called Thoth or Hermes Trismegistus}-the Moon God, also
known as ANUBIS.
34. The only way such false concepts as immaculate conception, physical resurrection of Jesus,
and ascension were able to take roots and grow in the first place is because it was the time and
season for such fabrications. Christianity, as we know it today, took roots at the Council of Nice
(325 A.D.) and other councils since then, including the Council of Chalcedon (451 A. D.).
However, Protestantism came later and that shall be discussed in the next answer. The
etymological meaning of the word GOSPEL is GHOST SPELL or SPELL OF THE GHOST,
meaning, SPELL OF GOD. Ghost works by SPELL or fascination and is therefore spellbinding,
and Nine Ether works by REASON through knowledge, wisdom [23] and understanding. What
is presented in Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS discloses
part of THE TRUE HISTORY OF THE BIBLE little known or unknown to Wooly-Haired
People. Disclosure of the true history of the Bible is knowledge, and that knowledge helps to
destroy ignorance of the oppressed and helps to open the escape route to liberty and equality by
the mental process and progress.
C. Since Protestanism is an offspring of Catholicism, when was Protestanism born?
35. Protestant means ONE WHO PROTESTS, meaning, religiously, one who protests the
established order of belief or decorum or both. The Order of belief and decorum for the time
(1620 A.D.), place (Europe) in which reference is now made is CATHOLICISM. The
etymological meaning of the words Catholicism and Pantheism are the same in the sense that
they both refer to the statue of a huge cat with a King's head at Giza, Egypt. The huge cat called
the Sphinx at Giza, Egypt, symbolizes the Lion of Judah, that is, Jupiter (also called Ra and
Zeus). Remember, all Greek and Roman Gods were originally Phoenesian-Hindu Gods.
Literally, the word Catholic means CAT-HOLY or HOLY-CAT. Of course, Catholicism and
Protestantism and their many branches and denominations are all Christianity called
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CHRISTIANDOM, the Caucasians' spiritual world.
36. According to history, Martin Luther (a German monk) and John Calvin (a French reformer)
were two of the leaders who spearheaded the break from Catholicism [24] call THE
REFORMATION. Out of the Reformation movement came Protestantism winch represented
looser religious practices and less religious discipline. The want for less religious discipline is
one of main causes of the Reformation in Germany, France, England, and other European
countries, because less strictness in religious practices meant that there could be separation of
church (the national religion of a country) and state (the government of a country). Thereby,
under Protestantism, the national religion of a country could PRETEND to represent one thing
while the government of that same country represents another thing, and this opened the way to
greater deception and hoodwinking by Christian rulers, that is, Caucasian rulers.
37. For instance, if there were no separation of church and state in the United States, the
oppressed would know that it is the oppressor's religion and the spirit forces thereof helping the
oppressor to keep the oppressed ignorant and captive even more so than the oppressor's politics
and other systems, because the policy of the state would openly be the policy of the church and
vice versa, but the separation scheme helps to keep the oppressed masses deceived about the
enmity of the slave-master's GOD against the captives. However, in recent years it has been
made very clear that the slave-master's religion is as RACIST as his politics and other parts of
his oppressive system. It should be pointed out right here, however, there is nothing wrong with
RIGHT RACISM. In fact, everything is RIGHT with it. Right racism preserves the RACES.
There is no other way to preserve the purity of the Races but by RIGHT RACISM. The
Caucasian [25] practices WRONG RACISM, that is, ONE-SIDED RACISM. Right racism is a
symptom of race pride and intelligence. Right racism is racism practiced on equal terms, and to
practice racism equally, a race must have equal things, beginning with equal universal
knowledge.
38. It is ironical and hypocritical that the very ones who introduced racism (as we know it today)
to the World and the ones who practice wrong racism to extremes are the very ones who tell us
now that racism is DIABOLIC. Caucasians mean that racism is diabolic and wrong when it is
practiced by OTHERS toward Caucasians, because, when others practice it, it means that
Caucasian males will not be able to: (I) abuse, misuse, rape, and ravish women of other races at
will and nothing be done about it (2) Would not be able to mongrelize and leopardize (genocide
by miscegenation) other races and (3) Would not be able to religiously spellbind and sexually
stigmatize the bodies and minds of women of other races and use those women against the men
of the women's own race. In other words, right racism prevents Caucasian men from using the
women of a race against their men. Remember right racism is THE ONLY WAY to reserve the
purity of the Races and keep peace among the Races. Many Darker Peoples, especially Negroes,
do not realize that the spirit forces that empower the Bible are more RACIST than most
Caucasians show them to be. Protestantism made it easier for Caucasians and other races to
practice WRONG RACISM on Wooly-Haired People.
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39. The schism called Protestantism caused a great influx of European heretics and jailbirds to
migrate to [26] America, because Catholicism demanded too much discipline, law, and order.
Soon after that influx of heretics and jailbirds from Europe, slavery started in the Americas and
the surrounding islands and territories thereof. In 1520 A.D., the time when Martin Luther was
excommunicated from the Catholic Church by Pope Leo X, Catholicism controlled the church
and the state (the government of the country where it had jurisdiction). So Protestantism sprang
from Catholicism in the 16th century (around 1520 A.D.) by heresy. Catholicism is the mother of
all Christiandom (all Christian faiths and denominations) as it exists today. Unfortunately,
Protestantism provides and allows separation of church and state, and this means that the masses
are allowed to do their own biblical interpretations, instead of leaving interpretations to the head
of the church, and also people are freer to practice their own evil wills and ways upon self and
others without any real religious penalties or punishment. Nevertheless, Christianity and Judaism
in all their forms and practices are religions of and for the Caucasian Race not in favor of WoolyHaired People.
40. According to history, the Bible was not completely translated into English until around 161011 A. D., and various English versions were produced since the first English transition.
Therefore, the Bible (Old and New Testaments) is nothing like the original writings which the
present Bible is supposed to represent. In ancient times, laymen were not allowed to interpret
spiritual writings, because (1) There would be different interpretations which would confuse the
people (2) Different interpretations would not only be confusing but also [27] false - the layman
not knowing SPIRITUAL JARGON, and (3) Individual interpretation by the masses would open
the way for religious profiteering, exploitation, exploitation, and division, and there are other
reasons why spiritual interpretations by the masses are undesirable and detrimental.
Protestantism opened the way for all the foregoing detriments. The schism called Protestantism
is AN OUTLAW from Catholicism. In other words, Protestanism is a result of SPIRITUAL
LAWLESSNESS against Catholicism, just as the United States of America is a result of
POLITICAL LAWLESSNESS against England.
41. In ancient times, once done, spiritual writings were never altered or revised. If there was
something to be added or brought up to date, at would be put at the end of the book and labeled
properly as such. Altering or revising a book means that it was not right in the first place or
someone wants to deceive or mislead somebody into his own selfish way, such is the way of
exploitation, oppression, and slavery such as that which took place in America after the
Protestament Reformation. In ancient times, the masses were kept up to date with current
periodic writings already fully interpreted. The masses were not constantly taught about past
events except as history. They were not taught to live in the past or by the past. The masses were
always taught what they should say and do for their well-being as of the present, because what
was all right for the past may be all wrong for the present, depending on the issues in question or
at hand and the surrounding Circumstances.
D. What is life and can it be eternal?
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[28] 42. A living being gets its life from its parents. The parents of a living being is its personal
Creator and Nature its impersonal Creator. A living being is in the image and likeness of its
mother and father. The parents of a living being is its Creator by the help and laws of Nature. A
child's life is inherent from its parents and is spontaneous. The father and mother of a child (or
any living being) give up part of their lives through the sex act, and this is how the child gets its
life. The father supplies the blood through the sex act, and the mother supplies the bones and
flesh through the gestation period by the laws of Nature and Its inherent and spontaneous
powers.
43. Life itself is A BURNING. ALL life is a burning, including the life of vegetation. In people,
the burning takes place in the lungs and blood. A person inhales oxygen and exhales carbon
dioxide. Carbon is residue of burning, that is, carbon is the waste of a burnt substance or gas.
When oxygen enters the lungs, it reaches the blood and the acids in the blood ignite the oxygen
and burn it, and that BURNING is LIFE. The burning generates light (natural electricity) and the
blood transmits the light to the brain; then the person is able to think, see, feel, hear, taste, and
smell. The burning is SPONTANEOUS by Nature and the acids thereof.
44. When food substances seep through the lacteals of the small intestines and reach the blood
stream, the acids in the blood ignite and burn the substances. The heat and energy produced from
the burning generate pressure (blood pressure) and the blood distributes the pressure [29] to the
various glands and nerve centers, then the person is able to move the various parts of the physical
being and the heart is able to keep the blood flowing and distributing the energy and nourishing
particles throughout the living being to maintain strength and keep the flesh replete. The burning
is the imitative to all life activities of the body, for the burning is life. Therefore, when the
burning stops permanently, that is THE END of life, then the person gets cold and stiff.
45. Open your mouth and blow your breath on back of your hands and you will feel heat from
the burning. In order to determine whether life can continue after death of the body, it first had to
be known WHAT life is. Now that we know life is A BURNING, it is also true that the body of a
living being provides the condition (the necessary combined factors) for burning, therefore,
without this condition for burning, there can be no life. All this means that life can not go beyond
the death of the physical person, because there is no condition outside the physical body that can
continue the burning for a person. Hence, when the burning stops permanently, the person looses
all consciousness and that is the end of life. A person's soul is his or her body, and the head of
the soul is his or her mentality, meaning, the mind. THE BREATH OF LIFE is simply
OXYGEN, one of the gases of Nature.
46. This is the way the Ancients had it. The soul is the body and mentality of a person. When a
child is born, spirits may possess his or her body, but those spirits existed ever since Creation.
The spirits that possess the person may be good or evil or both; this depends on [30] the person's
environment and the Star or sign of the Zodiac under which the individual was born. Moreover,
the seed from which the child sprang is a major factor in determining his or her pattern of life.
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Spirits will most likely take a liking to the person with a nature most relative to theirs, unless
they wish to torment someone's mind. Spirits can give false impressions or true ones- this
depends upon the nature of the spirits possessing the person. Therefore, in addition to proof,
SOUND REASON (instead of spirits or spirit dreams) is the best barometer for determining what
is true or false, right or wrong: to be able to make these determinations is why people by Nature
were given the ability to reason.
47. Spirits (like people) have laws of their own and those laws are binding by Nature. Since
spirits are conscious gas forces, they can enter a person at will and leave at will, so long as the
entering and leaving are according to the laws and codes by which they exist. The fortune or
misfortune (the fate) of a person largely depends upon the spirits forces that accompany him or
her and the seed from which the person sprang. Spirit, law provides for the evacuation of all
spirits just before or at the time of the death of the person they possess, but the spirit or spirits
that take permanent leave from the person's lifeless body are not the individual's soul or life,
because they existed long before the birth of the person and they can not keep the person alive if
the burning stops, that, is, if the person stops breathing. Furthermore, a person can live without
spirits, because THE BURNING is what's keeping the person alive, and light from the burning
transmitted to the brain is what keeps [31] THE PERSON CONSCIOUS.
48. Spirits are not one's soul or life but may be the factors that determine what course that
person's life will take and the length of his or her life. On the contrary, spirits are not people's
lives (the burning proves this) but people may be the lives of spirits, and Nature the life of ALL
(visible and invisible). People are the lives of spirits because, at the death of a person; spirits
possessing that person must transmigrate to something or someone else in order to stay alive, for
they must keep subsisting (feeding) on the substance of something or some one's blood.
49. The Ancients further maintained that ETERNAL LIFE for a person or a, race is
CONTINUOUS PROCREATION (perpetual reproduction) of that person's family or kind. For
example, no Ethiopian (Wooly-Haired Person) is ever dead (in the ethnical sense) as long as two
breeding Ethiopians (male and female) are still alive and together, because all Ethiopians are of
the same origin or ancestral tree. Hence, as long as two breeding Ethiopians live, all Ethiopians
(living and dead) live through them, for all Ethiopians are the same flesh and blood.
50. There is no eternal life in the sense that a person has a PERSONAL SOUL that continues
beyond the death of his or her physical body (this is evidenced by the Burning), and spirits that
existed long before the birth of the person and leave the body just before or at death are not
interested in maintaining the individual's image, identity, personality, and memories, but their
own identities and ways instead. Moreover, since spirits [32] transmigrate from place to place
and person to person, there would be too many identities, personalities, and memories for them
to maintain from the various persons through the years and centuries.
51. However, those people who can view spirits may see one in the image of a relative, friend, or
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acquaintance that is still alive or deceased, because spirits can alter their form and appear in any
image. This power of spirits can be very misleading to those who do not know the deceptibility
of spirits. Yet, spirits have the power to activate the Forces of Nature. The spirits of Christianity
work hard day and night to keep the masses (particularity the Black Masses) deceived about the
facts of life and death-to keep the captive pacified and the Caucasian in the dominant position.
The spirits of Christianity constantly work hard to keep the Moon Cycle in progress and the
Caucasian in power over other peoples.
52. In light of the foregoing answer to life and can it be eternal, we can readily see that
SALVATION is not what we in the West have been taught that it is. We (Ethiopians) in the West
have been taught that salvation is everlasting bliss and happiness some place in the sky after
death, if we be good and obedient (of course, good and obedient to the hard taskmaster).
Undoubtedly, this non-sense was designed to pacify the oppressed in their captivity, while the
oppressor exploits them in every way. Salvation is protection from all kinds of enemies,
including the enemies called hunger, disease, and ignorance, after a people have been liberated
from them. Salvation comes after liberation - liberation from the forces of oppression, evil,
exploitation, and servitude, [33] while that person or people oppressed are still alive. Salvation is
that teaching and those forces that keep a people free and equal.
53. Liberation for a people or a kind comes collectively for all and not individually, because one
is not really free until all of his kind are free. However, as stated else where in this Booklet,
Amunubi Rahkaptah (Writer of Booklets entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS) offers a DO-IT-YOURSELF SOLUTION to the problems of achieving
liberty and equality for ourselves until all of us Wooly-Haired People can get strong enough
mentally to do what we must do for our liberty and equality, together. The DO-IT-YOURSELF
SOLUTION means: Every Wooly-Haired Person who desires liberty and equality can liberate
his or her mind from the grave of gullibility and the prison of Ignorance by facing and accepting
facts and knowledge as outlined in the Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATION AND
EXPLANATIONS. Once a person's mind is liberated, he or she will do things right that lead to
liberation of the physical body. Once the captive's mind becomes equal to that of the captor, the
captive is not a captive any more, because he will do things equal to that of the would-be captor.
54. Liberation for a person and his kind is true independence from domination by another kind of
people. The forces of exploitation, evil, and oppression destroy a people in every sense.
Salvation, therefore, is protection from those wrong and cynical forces after being separated
from them Independent free peoples (peoples who are masters of their own destinies) need no
liberation [34], for they have it already. Yet, salvation they constantly need, but through
disobedience of the laws of Nature they can and will lose it, as is now happening to the
Caucasian Race. A people in oppression and captivity is in Hell, and this brings us to the next
question of life, but remember, eternal life for a person or a race is PERPETUAL
PROCREATION, meaning, CONTINUOUS REPRODUCTION on through the centuries.
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E. What and where are Heaven and Hell ?
55. Now that we know there is no personal soul each individual has that goes to Heaven in the
sky or Hellfire under the ground after death, this changes the mental and physical location of
Heaven and Hell for Peoples of Earth. Heaven and Hell exist indeed, but not in the sense and
places the oppressed peoples have been taught. Heaven and Hell are states of condition, and
whatever condition one finds himself in at any given time is his Heaven or Hell, no matter where
he or she may be. If one is in captivity and oppressed, that is Hell for that person. If one has
troubles day and night, that person is in Hell. If an individual is in bad health and he or she can
not get or afford the proper attention, that is Hell. If he or she is hungry and clothes ragged and
living in a society with closed doors to his or her wellbeing and economic progress, that is Hell.
When a person or a people is deprived of freedom, justice, and equality, that is Hell for those
deprived.
56. Heaven is where those of a kind make it for themselves, and Hell is where those of a kind let
others of a kind make it for them. Heaven is in no particular [35] place; it is wherever heavenly
conditions are for those realizing the bliss. A place can be Heaven at one time and Hell at
another time. A place can be Heaven for one kind and Hell for another kind at the same time. For
example, the United States of America is basically Heaven for Caucasians and basically Hell for
Negroes. Hell is in no particular place; it is wherever hellish conditions are for those
experiencing the misery.
57. However, there are WRONG HEAVEN and RIGHT HEAVEN. Wrong Heaven is Hell for
the oppressed. Wrong Heaven is the Heaven of the oppressor, because his heaven is built upon,
strives upon, and survives upon a foundation of fabrication, slavery, killing, exploitation, and
oppression. Right Heaven is the Heaven of liberty for all in a society of justice and equality for
all. Right Heaven includes the necessary provisions and protection for all. But the only way
people can have RIGHT HEAVEN is that each race be in a land of its own, minding its own
business, and practicing its own way of life. Liberty, justice, and equality are ingredients that
make up Heaven. Liberty, justice, and equality are forces of RIGHTNESS. No one wants to rest
all the time people get tired of resting all the time, just as they get tired of working all the time.
Hence, Heaven is not a place of rest all the time; Heaven is reasonable rest and reasonable work
plus the responsibilities for well-being and happiness. Heaven and Hell are right here on Planet
Earth in the person of fleshly people. Heaven and Hell are states of condition; whatever
condition you find yourself in at any place or time is your Heaven or Hell.
58. Basically the following is how Leviathan (who produces [36] Ghost) keeps Hell going by
way of the Caucasian Race: Leviathan is the boss or head of the spirits of the Caucasian Race
and mankind in general, and it commands the most powerful, knowledgeable, and orderly spirits
of itself to Caucasians for the purpose of ruling and oppressing. Leviathan, on the other hand,
commands the least powerful, most ignorant, and disorderly spirits of itself to its captives for the
purpose of submission, servitude, and informing the oppressor, because knowledge and order
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rule ignorance and disorder. Moreover, the spirits of ignorance and disorder make the oppressed
(instead of the oppressor) look like the VILLAIN. Furthermore, destructive, ignorant, and
disorderly spirits (possessing the oppressed by will of Leviathan) compel the oppressed people to
distrust, dislike, and reject each other the same way the oppressor rejects them. Most times the
oppressed do not deal fairly with each other, and this is cause for distrust of each other. Most
times the oppressed are destructive and disorderly, and this is reason for dislike of each other, but
all this is being done by evil spirit forces dispatched by Leviathan to the oppressed to aid in
keeping them downtrodden through ugly words and ugly works. Spirit forces can cause people to
be dumbfounded or cause them to be mentally keen.
59. Evil demons live and strive on the blood and suffering of the innocent, therefore, when those
sadistic spirits are ready to subsist on the blood and rejoice at the suffering of the innocent, they
cause the Caucasian to provoke the innocent or cause the oppressed to become discontent and
rebel against the oppressor, knowing that the oppressor will willingly shed the blood of the
innocent [37] and rejoice in their suffering caused by his vicious attacks. In other words,
Leviathan deliberately sets up opposition against itself and subdues it through brutality or kills it
off, for that is part of the pleasure and livelihood of that SPIRIT MONSTER-DRAGON this is
the nature of the spirits of the Caucasian Race that keep hellish conditions flourishing and
prevailing. That is the nature of the Caucasian's religion whose purpose is to keep the Caucasian
in the dominant position over other peoples. The thing that causes most of the ills in the World,
as we know it, is DRACULA, the HUMAN VAMPIRE.
60. The Caucasian Race is DRACULA who lives by THE SCAPEGOAT DOCTRINE. The
satanic scapegoat doctrine maintains that the Ghost (the God and spirit of the Caucasian Race)
must survive by killing the living to obtain their blood, because Ghost has no blood (life fluid) of
its own, and it loves (most of all) the blood of the Wooly-Haired People, for theirs is the richest
by Nature of all blood on the Planet. So the dead, the Ghost of Dracula (the Caucasian Race)
creates conditions called captivity and slavery, so that it may have victims whom it can
conveniently prey upon whenever it needs additional blood for life. The blood of the best known
victims of Dracula is sent to the high places in Caucasian religions, and that blood is offered up
to Six Ether (Jesus) and the Ghost (God), the spirits of the Osiris Mummy, and the Ghost subsists
on the blood, then Ghost gets thicker and stronger in the atmosphere around the Earth, for it is
multiplied from the blood of those victims offered up in rituals and those whose blood [38] is
spilled outright. As Ghost gets thicker and stronger in the atmosphere, its posterity (the
Caucasian Race) gets stronger to perpetuate oppression and captivity and keep the captive
prepared for future needs of the Ghost and its posterity.
61. THE SATANIC SCAPEGOAT DOCTRINE further maintains that the guilty must survive
on the blood and suffering of the innocent and ignorant. So Dracula in person of the Caucasian
Race pounces on its prey in the darkness of the night, because then its victim is unaware of what
is really happening. Dracula created that darkness (ignorance) in the minds of our forefathers and
their children to use us as adjusting tools when something goes wrong in its oppressive system
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and to have us for exploitation. The darkness of the night for the oppressed peoples of the World
is the ignorance of their minds. But Dracula can not withstand the Sun successfully and the light
(right knowledge) thereof, because the Sun destroys the darkness (ignorance) which Dracula
must have to practice its evils of death upon its victim. So, as the Sun rises, if Dracula refuses to
go back to its crypt, it will be forced by Nature to destroy itself by help of Nature, for Dracula
can not survive the RAYS (universal knowledge) of the Sun. The crypt of Dracula (the
Caucasian Race) is Europe. The Caucasian Race is the visible and spiritual manifestation of THE
DEATH FORCES, because, like symbolic Dracula, their creator and activator are the spirit
(Ghost) of the necropolis (cemetery). Remember the slave-captive is the subsistence and
scapegoat for Dracula and the death forces which empower Dracula.
[39] 62. Nevertheless, all this misfortune can be overcome through the acceptance of right
knowledge, wisdom, and understanding which lead to right action by help of the Forces of
Nature. The discontentment and rebellion of the oppressed against their miserable conditions are
justified 100 per cent, but the bloodshed and suffering from such action only serve to strengthen
the oppressor, if the discontentment and rebellion are not channeled in the right direction by right
knowledge and sound reason. To put it another way, all suffering done and every drop of blood
shed by a Wooly-Haired Person a servant and victim of the while he or she is a Christian (a
servant and a victim of the Caucasian) is shed for the cause, betterment, and salvation of the
Caucasian Race, whether or not you agree with them, because the Caucasian is THE VISIBLE
GOD of Christianity and Judaism as Leviathan (producing Ghost) is THE INVISIBLE GOD of
the same.
63. In other words, instead if the Black Masses physically rebelling against the oppressor - a
rebellion which leaves nobody killed and hurt but the Black Masses - the masses must rebel
instead against the prevarications and ignorance created by the Caucasian which keep Black
People's minds imprisoned and their spiritual strength weak. To make it plainer, the only
rebellion the Black Masses can win at this time is a mental and spiritual revolution which will
put the Black Masses in mental and spiritual power, then they will have the power to do any
thing else that may be necessary for complete liberation and well-being. The reading, study, and
acceptance of right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding as found in [40] the Booklets called
BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS are the weapons that all Wooly-Haired
People should arm themselves with, then Universal Power will work with us and for us,
individually and collectively. A, person is accepted right and universal knowledge when he or
she practices that knowledge. We must do that which is practical and sensible for ourselves and
that which we can succeed in.
F. What are mercy, forgiveness, and justice?
MERCY is DEFERMENT OF JUSTICE until a later time. Then justice will fall upon the
individual guilty one himself (or herself) or upon his or her seed or kind, because each and every
one of a kind is one flesh and blood, for they sprang from the same ancestral tree or origin.
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FORGIVENESS is TEMPORARY TRANSFERMENT OF GUILT from the guilty one to the
forgiver. However, forgiveness does not free the guilty from his or her wrong-doing because,
according to the laws of Nature, the guilty one MUST ACCOUNT for his wrongness, personally,
or the guilty one's seed or kind must do so. Forgiveness means to take the guilt of someone upon
self, and thereby the forgiver becomes an accomplice of the guilty, therefore, his penalty or
punishment is the same as the guilty, but the forgiver's punishment comes before that of the
guilty, because the act of the forgiver is a temporary transferrment of the guilt to himself,
meaning, the punishment of the actual guilty one is deferred until later, since the forgiver has
taken it upon himself However, [41] the innocent paying the price of the guilty does not satisfy
the laws of justice, because the innocent did not commit the wrongness. The guilty one himself
(or herself) must finally take the punishment of guilt in full, then the laws of justice are satisfied.
Moreover, a person can not forgive another person for some wrongness the culprit did to a third
party, for the only one who can truly forgive is the victim himself, because he or she is the one
who suffered the hurt and harm, and the victim himself does not have the power of forgiveness
unless he or she is in his or her right mind, and one can not be in his right mind unless he or she
knows, accepts, and understands right knowledge. A person has accepted right knowledge when
he knows right knowledge and practices right knowledge. Right knowledge is UNIVERSAL
KNOWLEDGE:
66. If a person of a kind forgives another person of his own kind, he has forgiven himself,
because all people of the same kind are one flesh and blood by Nature and ancestral tree or
origin, and justice works by the seed, that is, ancestral lineage. JUSTICE IS WORDS FOR
WORDS AND DEEDS FOR DEEDS, NOT EQUAL TO THE AMOUNT SOWN PUT EQUAL
TO THE AMOUNT GROWN. "Not equal to the amount sown but equal to the amount grown"
means this: The one who initiates a wrong deed is AN AGGRESSOR whose wrongness may
cause a chain reaction of wrong deeds, but the wrong-doer of the original wrong act is
responsible for all the wrongness which result from the original wrong act, therefore, the one
who first sowed the seed of wrong must reap the whole harvest, according to the laws [42] of
justice, because he is the aggressor as well as the transgressor. However, all who were a part of
the chain reaction of wrongness are accomplices of the original aggressor, and will meet the
same fate as the aggressor, if they deliberately follow in the foot steps of the aggressor, knowing
that he is wrong and violating the laws of Nature.
67. Since the time of Adam and Eve, real justice was deferred, and therefore, evils and wrongs
have continued to pile up, until those injustices have reached their peak, and that peak is
supposed to and has triggered Armageddon (the last war of the Moon Cycle), the war between
right and wrong. Justice can not be destroyed hence, it was only deferred by mercy and
transferred by forgiveness, temporarily. If one iota of justice could be destroyed in the sense, that
iota exists no more, there would be no such things as wrong and right. Armageddon started
before the end of the Moon Cycle and is still going on all over the World. The Moon Cycle
ended February 1962, but the hangover will not be terminated until the end of Armageddon.
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68. Since THE GUILTY THEMSELVES have not accounted for their wrongness during the
Moon Cycle (the 6000-year cycle allotted to them), the end of the Moon Cycle is the time
predestined for their reward in the form of justice. The only way the Moon Cycle could exist in
the first place was by mercy and forgiveness, meaning, on the blood and suffering of the
innocent and those with strong morals, because it was a cycle of weaknesses for the existence of
the wicked. The vast injustices [43] done against the innocent (since Adam and Eve) shall cause
the impact of Armageddon to be so great that, when the war is over, there may be but few
structures erect and few people left alive. Rest assured, those left alive will be the INNOCENT,
and ROOTS of the NEW CYCLE, the cycle of liberty and equity. Everyone who lived long
enough during the Moon Cycle did something wrong, for that was the cycle of wrongness,
therefore, THE INNOCENT are those persons and the offspring of those persons who did not
knowingly cross a race line and intentionally do something wrong to a person or persons of
another race because he or she was or is a person of another race. The foregoing knowledge and
universal law point out how important a race line is-universal and spiritual innocence or guilt is
determined by THE RACE LINE. If a person of one race does harm to a person of another race
because THE JUSTICE IN NATURE (Universal Law) requires it, it was an innocent act.
69. Among the guilty are those persons of a race who knowingly and deliberately worked and/or
work against their own race for a price or for nothing to please and help a person or persons of
another race. When a person knows and understands that: If the punishment for wrongness he or
she does, misses him or her who transgressed, the punishment will eventually fall upon the
transgressor's own children or the transgressor's own kind, that person who knowingly transgress
now would be very careful in the future to follow the way of right knowledge, wisdom, and
understanding to the best of his ability and information, if that person is sensible and intelligent,
[44] because no sane father and mother want their son or daughter to suffer the punishment for
what the mother or father did wrong.
70. The same holds true for the Races. Apparently, the Caucasian felt that it was all right to cross
the race line and do what he desired to other races and nothing would ever come of it so long as
he did not do that to himself, but an act of wrongness is still a deed of wrongness whether one
does it to himself, his own kind, or some other kind, and the process of justice is the same.
However, when one race crosses the race line to aggress and transgress against another race
because it is another race, the laws of justice are stricter and more drastic in final punishment,
because people of different races are not the same flesh and blood, therefore, when a Caucasian
does harm to a Wooly-Haired Person, he has violated THE CODE OF THE RACES as well as
THE CODE OF RIGHTNESS. These codes are defined and explained in the science
NUWAUPU. It suffices here to state that THE CODE OF THE RACES is a strict and drastic
system of laws by Nature.
G. What is death and the resurrection?
71. Of course, death is the reverse or opposite of life. Since life is a burning, then physical death
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is the permanent stoppage of that burning. There are various kinds of death: Economic death,
linguistic death, nominal death, historical death, unity death, spiritual death, citizen death,
cultural death, mental death, and physical death. All deaths (except physical death) are parts or
phases of mental death. A person may be resurrected [45] from all deaths but physical death.
Once a person is really physically dead to the extent that his or her body gets cold and rigor
mortis takes over (which means that the law of decomposition has gone into effect), there is no
return to actual life for that person, because the law of decomposition can not be reversed.
Decomposition (decay) can be made to stand almost still as in the case of a mummy, but it can
not be reversed.
72. There is such a thing as A TRANCE in which a person SEEMS to have no pulse bleat and no
respiration, and later he or she comes out of it. That kind of thing is done by SPIRIT DEMONS,
but the person was never physically dead. When a person dies indeed, the brain cells are
damaged beyond consciousness, and even if the heart could start beating again, the mental
consciousness could not return. A ZOMBIE is a dead body reanimated by SPIRIT DEMONS
whose purpose is to scare and terrify, but the person it's neither alive mentally nor physically in
the same way as when he was fleshly alive. In other words, a zombie is a TRANCE BODY or
DEAD BODY being used by demons or spirit demons, but there is no such thing as a person
being resurrected back to life in the useful sense we know life, after he or she is physically dead.
73. Physical death of a person is the unity and completion of ALL DEATHS as an individual
personality. An individual's ideologies and thoughts (if put in writing and action) may survive
the death of the body and prevail but this is not the person's physical mind or mentality; it is THE
WORKS of his or her mentality, for the mental [46] faculties die with the person with the rest of
the person. Therefore, THE WORKS (physical or mental or both) of a person may survive
physical death, but nothing else such as a personal soul, because there is no personal soul other
than the physical body and mind.
74. In the case of Jesus, the resurrection was a fabricated story designed to deceive the World,
just as the story of immaculate conception and ascension was fabricated to spellbind the people,
also. Religion histories show record of at least 14 such stories like that of Jesus-all existing
before the time of Jesus. Those stories like that of Jesus were impractical and illogical. They
were allegory. All of those virgin-born resurrection ascension tales were mainly Indian legends
in the East and West. Originally, however, the life-death-resurrection-ascension story came from
the Ethiopian (the Wooly-Haired People), but when only the Ethiopian had it, it was understood
that the story was the description of the works of Nature. But when the Caucasian got hold of the
story from the Phoenesians, they took the real understanding out of it, and used the story to
fascinate Darker Peoples into spiritual ignorance and gullibility for the purpose of oppression
and exploitation.
75. The Ethiopian story about Nature covered a 24-hour period and it went this way: The Sun is
the King and Ruler of the Solar System, who sits on the Throne at midday (this is the time the
Sun is highest in the sky). The Sun is the bright and morning Star and the light of the World, who
by his ray (light) gives life to the World, meaning, the Earth and the things thereof and the rest
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[47] of the Solar System, because the Sun is THE Burning that is the Original Source of all lesser
burnings (natural and artificial) in the Solar System. The Sun is the Creator of the Solar System,
meaning, the Planets and their Satellites in this part of the Universe.
76. From his Throne, the Sun condescends and descends to Earth. When the Sun reaches the
Earth, he sheds blood (the red hue of the Sun at Sunset) by which he gives life to the World as he
is put to death on THE CROSS, meaning, on THE EARTH, because the ASTRONOMICAL
SYMBOL of the Earth and Moon is a cross in a circle: look under the word PLANET in a
dictionary with a table of the Planets. He (the Sun) is put to death by the demons of darkness
(Sundown).
77. The Sun enters Hell or darkness called the grave (gravitation) and rises from the grave (the
dead) in the morning (Sunrise or levitation) victorious over death, Hell, and the grave and
ascends back into the Heavens where he always reigns. The foregoing is the GIST of the
Ethiopian story concerning the Sun. More and more ideas were added to this story, until it was
eventually applied to individual men such as Krishna, Rama, Buddha, Jesus, and others: then the
true meaning of the story was lost. In the true original meaning of the story, the Sun was also
used to symbolize the death of vegetation in the winter when the sap of Nature goes down and
the life of vegetation in the summer when the sap comes up. The phrase SON OF GOD used by
Caucasians in the Bible was termed SUN OF NATURE in the Ethiopian story. In other words,
Caucasians changed the phrase [48] SUN OF NATURE to SUN OF GOD in order to deceive.
However, the phrase SUN OF GOD is in keeping with Caucasian origin. In other words, the
phrase SON OF GOD is right for CAUCASIANS.
78. We can see from what has been stated in the foregoing paragraphs, there is no such thing as a
physical resurrection for physically dead people, neither individually nor collectively, because
the body and the mind are the soul and they can not be restored to usefulness after physical
death. The resurrection mentioned in the Bible (though false) can be applied to the resurrection
of the mentally dead people who, at the end of the Moon Cycle (the Cycle of Ignorance), are
being resurrected (by right knowledge) from the grave of spiritual and cultural ignorance,
gullibility, and injustice that they might take their proper place and position in the life for liberty,
unity, justice, equality, and rightness.
H. Who were the physical father and mother of Jesus (Easu Panthera), where was he killed
and what happened to his body?
79. As stated in Booklet I, called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPALANTIONS, the
mother of Jesus was a Black Phoenesian Queen of Egypt who had children but was unmarried,
and this fact made it easier for Caucasians to state that Jesus had no human father. Yet the
physical father of Jesus was a high-ranking Roman soldier (a general) who was one of the
Roman TRIUMVIR. The mother of Jesus was CLEOPATRA (of well known but notorious
personage) and his father was MARCUS ANTONIUS (better known as MARK ANTHONY.
[49] Antony was a WARMONGER. All Caucasians are personifications of GHOST, because
they were bleached (ghostized) by Leviathan using the GHOST PROCESS when they were
being extracted from the Pheonesian and East Indian Peoples, therefore, Mark Antony (being
Caucasian) was Ghost in person, hence, when he impregnated Cleopatra, the Ghost had
overshadowed Mary (Cleopatra) St. Matthew I chapter 18 and 20 verses. Cleopatra was neither
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Roman nor Greek like Caucasian history pretends, she was Phoenesian-an East Indian-type
woman.
80. We must understand that Caucasian history is [lies], falsely and ironically written to hide
facts, mislead and deceive. Although the Phoenesian were well scattered and powerful by two or
three hundred B.C., by the Romans and Jews and other Greeks (who were controlling Egypt)
allowed figurehead-puppet kings and queens of Phoenesian ancestry to continue to sit on the
throne of Egypt until Jesus was rejected as king. The same way Caucasians set up and control
parrot rulers and puppet governments in these times, they did the same in those times until
revolutionary forces moved in and moved them out. After Jesus was denied the Throne of Egypt
by the Romans and Jews and failed in his attempt to rally the Phoenesians to unity and power as
they once were, he was apprehended in Egypt, charged with trying to overthrow the puppet
government of Egypt, found guilty, and put to death atop a pyramid at Giza, Egypt [and] from
this event comes the expression X MARKS THE SPOT, the SPOT OF DEATH and BURIAL for
Jesus.
81. It is written that Jesus was put to death at a place [[50] called GOLGOTHA, and Golgotha
means place, mound, or mount of the dead. The Great Pyramid at Giza, Egypt, is a
SEPULCHER, that is, a place and mount of the dead. It is also written that Jesus died on THE
CROSS. The Pyramid is THE CROSS that represents the astronomical symbol (power symbol)
of Planet Earth, because the four triangles of the Pyramid form the cross that looks like this: (+),
when viewing the Pyramid from a position above the Pyramid. So when the Romans and Jews
and other Greeks put Jesus to death upon a pyramid, they put him to death upon THE CROSS.
82. What happened to the body of Jesus is the same that happened to the bodies of all
Phoenesians-Egyptian Pharaohs before Jesus. The bodies of all Phoenesian Pharaohs were
MUMMIFIED, including the body of THE PHARAOH called JESUS, that is, ESAU P
ANTHERA. After the mummification process, the body of Jesus laid to rest in the Great
Pyramid at Giza, Egypt. Therefore, THE ORIGINAL SEPULCHER OF JESUS is the Great
Pyramid which was erected for burial of kings and storing of riches, for imparting of knowledge,
and symbol of power of the dead of the Earth. Since the original entombment of Jesus into the
Great Pyramid at Giza, Egypt, his body was moved to various places of concealment, like the
Crypt of St. Peter's Basilica in Rome, for the benefit and perpetuation of Christianity.
83. Yet, even if someone would put the body of Jesus on public view after two thousand years
and call it Jesus or someone else well known at that time, by what means after so many years
would anyone prove or disprove it? [51] Therefore, Caucasians have taken full advantage of
antiquity by hiding facts so that the lapse of time would seal them because, of course, no one
living now lived at that time except in the person of our ancestors who have been dead centuries
ago. But Amunubi Rahkaptah, having the power to foretell and retrace time and events, now
relates the true story.
84. Since the Sphinx and Great Pyramid have been mentioned briefly in Booklet I and this
Booklet, a brief mention of their alleged and reputed architect shall be made here: CHEOPS and
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CECROPS were one and the same ruler, and Cheops was the King of northern and northeast
Africa and western Asia who lifted the immigration ban and allowed the first group of
Caucasians (Jews) from Europe (Greece) to reach Africa and Asia after the duster of Adam and
Eve. The Caucasian Race was sealed in Europe by anti-immigration laws for one thousand years
(Revelation 20 chapter 2 verse) from the time Cain was sent from the Aegean Islands to Europe
until Cheops. Since Cheops ruled part of Europe, as well a part of Africa and Asia, Caucasian
mythology and legendary history call Cecrops (Cheops) the first King of Attica, actually
meaning, the first King of Greece for Caucasians, because Darker Peoples had been living in
Europe in time immemorial before the time of Adam and Eve. Cheops (Ethiops) was Ethiopian
as the name implies, and he is the King who put the finishing touches on the symbol of living
power called the Sphinx and the symbol of the power of the dead called the Great Pyramid.
Ethiopian Kings (before Cheops) had blueprinted and already started the construction of those
masterful monuments [52] and masonries, but Cheops is given the credit for their completion.
85. Cheops (Khufu) was the last of THE REAL POWERFUL Ethiopian Kings of Egypt, because
after Caucasians were allowed into northern Africa and western Asia, the morals and mentality
of the populations weakened, Caucasians emphasized racial differences, and Phoenesians (who
were in a much better power position than Caucasians) capitalized on those racial differences,
and took over rulership of Egypt from Ethiopians as was predestined by the Cycle of Nature. The
Phoenesians Race has always been closest to the Ethiopian Race ever since mankind evolved and
Ethiopians became identified with MAN-closest of all the Races because the Phoenesian People
represented the Sun God for leviathan, and Ethiopians are the strongest terrestrial Sun Force by
Nature, and this means Phoenesians used to worship Ethiopians long before the Romans, Jews,
and other Greeks did. Cheops was a Wooly- Haired Ethiopian, but because the Cycle had
changed in favor of the last stage of mankind's evolution, Cheops became an incarnation of the
Phoenesian Gods called Ra and Tehuti (Thoth). So, since Cheops was an incarnation of
Phoenesian Gods (although he was Ethiopian by race) and was finisher of the Great Sphinx and
Great Pyramid, this is why the Writer can refer to the Sphinx and Pyramid, when explaining
information about Phoenesian Gods with such names as Jesus, Noah, Ra, Thoth, Elyon, Jupiter,
Zeus, Pan, et cetera. Because of the Moon Cycle and the forces it ushered in, the Ethiopian
stopped being himself ever since Cheops time, but it is time for us Ethiopians to be ourselves
again.
[53] I. What are the etymological or original meanings of the name and titles God, Jesus,
Lord, and Christ ?
86. Most English dictionary meaning of words is not the etymological or original meaning.
Searching for, finding, and studying the etymological or original meanings of English-language
words are an education in itself, because it opens the eyes and shows how Caucasians have
changed the value, meaning, and purpose of things in order to set up Caucasian supremacy. The
word God is an example. In order for the Caucasian to make his creator stronger through belief
and deception, he had to state that it is the One Supreme Being and call it the Almighty, but the
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definition he gives for the word God is not the complete definition of the One Supreme Being or
Almighty. As stated elsewhere in this Booklet, the One Supreme Being is INFINITEOMNIPOTENT NATURE who has innumeral parts and powers. God, therefore, can only be a
motivating and activating part of the One Supreme Being. The One Supreme Being (The
Almighty) is ALL AND EVERYTHING EXISTING-living and dead, visible and invisible, male
and female, good and evil, flesh and spirit, et cetera. The only name attribute that is sufficient as
the right name of the One Supreme Being is one that means ALL AND EVERYTHING
EXISTING (All Space, All Matter, All Time, and their products), and the word God does not fit
this definition.
87. The word ALMIGHTY means ALL POWERS. Thereby, Almighty further means there are
no powers or forces existing anywhere (good or evil, visible or invisible, living or dead) that are
not a part of the One [54] Supreme Being or Almighty. Under no circumstances does the word
God fit this description or definition of the One Supreme Being or Almighty, especially since
Caucasians and their helpers misrepresent God as being all good and all love-all good and all
love to Caucasians, maybe, but not Darker Peoples. The etymological or original meaning of the
word GOD is GHOST, and Ghost is of DEATH. Ghost is God and spirit of tile cemetery or
necropolis. Ghost is God of the dead-mental and physical dead. Ghost is God and God is Ghost.
The word GHOST means GAS - it is the gas of death for Ethiopians and life for Caucasians,
because Caucasians are its posterity, and this is why American Caucasians put IN GOD WE
TRUST on their coins and currency (paper money). Since Caucasians are the posterity of Ghost
(God), they are the personification of death, and this is why Caucasians kill other peoples freely
and deliberately and think nothing of it.
88. The manifestation of the Ghost started with Cain killing Abel, and it has been magnifying
and manifesting itself through killing and death ever since, as evidenced by the Bible and its
history. The Bible is the manifestation of Leviathan (Six Ether) and Ghost. Leviathan (Six Ether
Fire) produces Ghost. Leviathan is called Jesus and Lord, and Ghost is called God and Christ.
The manifestation of Jesus (Six Ether) started with Evolution 17 million 250 thousand years ago,
and the manifestation of Christ (God, Ghost) started with Adam and Eve through Cain
approximately 6 thousand years ago. Therefore, God (Ghost) is a part of the One Supreme Being
and not all of the Supreme Being or Almighty [55] itself, as Caucasians would have all Darker
Peoples believe. When seen with the spiritual eye, Ghost looks like haze or fog. In light of the
foregoing knowledge about Ghost or God, when the Writer uses the word God in the Booklets
called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS and is not referring strictly to
Ghost, he is using God in the English Language spelled with small g. However, whether the
word God is spelled with small g or capital G, the original meaning of the word is the same, but
the Caucasian gives a different definition to God spelled with small g. Yet, god or God is still
GHOST. But the Writer is writing in the English Language, so he must use English words for the
sake of understanding and clarity.
89. The name JESUS is the same as ESAU of the Old Testament and also the same people-the
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Phoenesians. God hated Esau (Malachi 1st chapter 1 thru 4 verses) because Esau was the biggest
barrier in the way of Jacob's (the Caucasian's) climb to power and success. If God hated Esau
and Esau was Jacob's brother in the sense some Caucasians (Jacob) were extracted from Esau
(Phoenesians) and Caucasians have keen features and straight hair like Esau, then how much
greater would God's hate be for Wooly-Haired Broad Featured People like us Ethiopians? -and
God's extreme hate for us is one reason why Wooly-Haired People are slaves and captives
whenever Caucasians are in control. Moreover, graveyard forces (Ghost) are very depressive,
repressive, and oppressive by Nature, and this is why, if Caucasians do not have some other race
or races to suppress, they will oppress and destroy themselves.
[56] 90. As stated in Booklet I, Esau is the Phoenesian People and Jesus' mother was a
Phoenesian woman who was impregnated by a Caucasian man who was God (Ghost) in person,
because all Caucasians are God (Ghost) in person. Hence, the mother of Jesus was overshadowed
by the Ghost in person of a Caucasian man. Since the mother of Jesus was the female side of
Esau, God hated Esau (Jesus) enough (because of his Esau/Jesus’s mother) to use him as a
SCAPEGOAT for the benefit of the Caucasian Race. Jesus' Caucasian father gave Jesus the right
to be called the SON OF GOD, meaning, SON OF GHOST or CAUCASIAN, because the
Caucasian is the personification of God (Ghost). The word GOSPEL means GHOST SPELL or
SPELL OF THE GHOST, which is same as SPELL OF GOD. But remember, the meaning or
definition of God is not that given IT by Caucasians in their dictionaries and other books. The
definition of God is given in this Booklet, and the nature of God is explained in this Booklet.
One knows the nature of God by knowing the nature of the Caucasian Race.
91. The etymological or original meaning of the name JESUS is GASES-CONSCIOUS FIRE
GASES. In other words, Jesus is SIX ETHER, and was called Bal, Elyon, Marduk, Dagon, Bel,
et cetera, in western Asia; Amen, Ra, Osiris, Harmachis, Horus, Sobek, et cetera in Egypt; Sol,
Jupiter, Zeus, Lord, Bacchus, et cetera, in Europe; Buddha, Krishna, Rama, et cetera, in other
parts of Asia. Jesus (Leviathan) in its Moon, that is, Ghost manifestation is called Thoth, Anubis,
Hermes, Sin, Siva, God, Christ, et cetera. The spirit forces called Jesus are male and female, but
the female forces are the [57] dominant. Jesus is also called Esau and Leviathan in the Bible.
Jesus (Six Ether) produces Ghost (God) and this is why it is written that Jesus is the way to God,
because without Jesus to produce Ghost, there would be no God, meaning, there would be no
GHOST SPIRIT. Jesus was spelled with G before the Romans started spelling it with J. The
name Jesus also refers to EARTH or GROUND, and Jesus was sometimes called GEB in Egypt,
and Geb is allied to the prefix GE which means earth or ground, but the body of Planet Earth is
female, hence Jesus belongs basically to the female side of Nature, that is, the spirit forces called
Jesus are more female than male. Originally and spiritually, Jesus is the spirit and creator of the
Phoenesian People and, physically, it is the Phoenesian People-this is one reason why most Jews
disclaim and reject Jesus.
92. Most other Caucasians accept Jesus because (1) They found out it produces Ghost and Ghost
is their sustainer and creator (2) Jesus gave the other Caucasians a chance to get back at the Jews
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for refusing to share riches and true spiritual and universal knowledge with them (3) Jesus (as
Phoenesian People or their spirit Six Ether) is no friend of Wooly-Haired People, and this is why
Africa today above the Sahara Desert is mostly in the hands and control of people other than
Wooly-Haired Africans and (4) The man called Jesus was the savior of the Caucasian Race,
because they saw him as someone God had sent them as THE GOAT GOD (pan) by whose
sacrifice would keep Caucasians in ruling power by deflecting justice from the guilty until the
end of the Moon Cycle. Therefore, Jesus is no friend of Wooly-Haired [58] Innocent Black
People. Lucifer and Leviathan are one and the same being, and this brings us to the next word
which is LORD.
93. The wise neither judge a spiritual book by its cover nor by the writing that is found therein,
because both can be very deceiving. The Bible is an example. There is just enough truth in the
Bible to cause people to believe the deceptive false and slave teachings of it. The way the wise
judge spiritual books or religion is by what the leaders and adherents of that book or religion do,
not what they say or what the book states, because as it is said: 'Actions speak louder than words'
and' You know the tree by the fruit it bears.' In other words, one knows what the spirit forces of a
book or religion represent by knowing what the leaders and adherents of that religion do. So, if
Caucasian spiritual books and religion are judged by the actions of its adherents rather than by
words, this tells us what the spirit forces of their books and religion are dragon and monster
forces-speaking beautiful words and making melodious music and at the same time murdering
Darker Peoples and taking their lands, oppressing, suppressing, stealing, lying, and ravishing the
Earth and the peoples thereof in general.
94. So all this means that Negroes who call themselves JEWS or CHRISTIANS worship they
know not what. Yet, what they worship are spirit monsters of the necropolis like Frankenstein,
Dracula, the zombie, the mummy, the werewolf, et cetera, and other Hades spirit dragons and
demons like the ape man, the dragon serpent, the cat man, the crocodile, et cetera. Those spirit
dragons, spirit [59] monsters, and spirit demons are Ghost or Six Ether or both. Those demon
spirits are the nature of the alien religion Wooly-Haired People believe in, and this is another
reason why Caucasians and those like Caucasians kill (or have it done by others possessed) and
think nothing of it. The favorite diet of those sadistic spirit monsters is blood of the innocent, and
their favorite pastime is the suffering of the innocent and mental dead. When possessed by those
spirit demons and ghouls, the person becomes the likeness of them, and will prey upon the
mental dead and innocent like the ghouls prey upon corpses.
95. The title or word LORD comes from the word LARES. The singular of lares is LAR. Lares
are a troupe of SPIRIT MONKEYS well known to Caucasians in ancient times, and the chief
among that troupe of spirit monkeys was called THE LAR or THE LARD; so in English they say
THE LORD, meaning, THE BOSS of the SPIRIT MONKEYS. In Egyptian theology, the Lord is
called Thoth or Tehuti and was worshipped as the Chief Spirit Monkey. Therefore, some
Caucasian spiritual men call themselves MONKS today. The spirit monkey is one of the many
spirit forms of Jesus. Like
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crocodile, the lion, the eagle, the serpent, the horsed, and dog such as Anubis of Egypt, and other
forms of the Zodiac are spirit forms of Jesus. The Zodiac has many forms that are not shown in
encyclopedias and dictionaries. The Zodiac is NOAH, the evolutionary forces, cast from the Sun
17 million 250 thousand years ago. Noah was the CHILD (Ham, Shem, and Japheth) born from
the woman (the female energy of the Earth) after the Great Flood (Revelation 12th chapter).
Mother Earth [60] and her female energy were referred to as a woman in ancient times. The
CHRIST CHILD came much later than Noah.
96. The word CHRIST came from the Greek prefix CHRYSOS. Chrysos means pink, golden, or
yellow in color. Therefore, the etymological or original meaning of the word Christ is pink,
golden, or yellow in hue. Christ is a Moon word which refers to the Moon and to the CHRIST
(Christian) CHILD or CHILDREN called CAIN, because the favorite colors of the Moon God
Sin are pink, yellow, golden, white and silver; and Cain (the first born group of the Caucasian
Race) had silver and yellow hair and white skin like the color of Ghost. The original meaning of
the word SIN, a name of the Moon God, is the same as that of CHRYSOS and CHRIST. The
group called Adam and Eve was the first people CONVERTED to the Moon God's way of life or
rather death called CHRISTIANITY. Hence, Cain (Adam and Eve's first offspring) was the first
NATURAL BORN CHRISTIANS, meaning, the first Christians by Nature, and this fact was
verified when God (Ghost) passed THE CROSS and its powers from the Indians to Cain the
Caucasian (Genesis 4 chapter 15 verse).
97. The Mon God, Ghost, is Christ, the God and extractor of the Caucasian Race from the
Phoenesian and East Indian Peoples. CHRIST is GHOST, the death Gases. The Moon God
Thoth (Anubis) is the part of Leviathan that produces Ghost, therefore, Ghost and Thoth are the
SAME. The Caucasian Race inherited its colonizing nature from the Phoenesians and its caste
[61] nature from the Hindu (the East Indians). Jesus produces Christ, that is, Ghost. God is Christ
and Jesus is Lord. Cain and their descendants, five and six thousand years ago, were also called
the SONS AND DAUGHTERS OF GOD, that is, Ghost (Genesis 6 chapter 2 verse). No one can
be a real Jew or Christian by Nature but a Caucasian. Christianity was called the HEATHENS'
RELIGION in Old Testament days, and Moloch still requires HUMAN SACRIFICES as is
prevalent throughout Christiandom; Moloch (also spelled Molech) is Jesus.
J. What is the real meaning of accepting an alien religion?
98. The Negro (the mentally dead) does not know what it means to accept AN ALIEN
RELIGION. For example, if a Wooly-Haired Person accepts Hinduism as his religion, he should
know that he has accepted the East Indian as his visible God, and neither can he become equal
with or have power over the East Indian, because he has been accepted as the superior power.
The same way it is with Judaism and Christianity or any other religion that is alien to WoolyHaired People. If a Wooly-Haired Person accents Judaism or Christianity as his religion, he has
accepted the Caucasian as his visible God, and neither can that person become equal with or
have power over the Caucasian, because the Caucasian has been accepted as the superior power,
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and this is why trying to obtain liberty and equality in Caucasian religion or any alien religion is
a CRUEL HOAX. Hinduism is the spirituality and power of the East Indian; Judaism and
Christianity are the religions and power of the Caucasian Race. [62] Nevertheless, if a WoolyHaired Person accepts his own spiritual science, Nuwaupu, he has accepted himself and his own
kind as the superior power, then our visible and invisible forces and powers can easily work for
us and with us for liberation and well-being. All religion is alien by Nature to Wooly-Haired
People except our Spiritual Science Nuwaupu. Nuwaupu is the EQUALIZER for Ethiopians
anywhere and any time.
99. Our Race, The Ethiopian Race, must embrace A PURPOSE and A PLAN and must develop
THE POWER to execute the purpose and plan. Idleness and ignorance must play no part in the
plan. We must take the plan and pursue the purpose. The purpose must be mental and physical
liberation from adverse forces, and the plan must be pursuit of the purpose via right knowledge,
wisdom, and understanding, because right knowledge through right reason tells us what to do,
when to do, where to do, and how to do, what must be done in pursuit of the purpose. We get the
power to execute the purpose and plan by (1) Rejecting the oppressor's religion and his spirit
forces including the names of his spirit forces (2) Control our thinking with right knowledge as is
found in the Booklets BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS, and control of the
mind leads to (3) Control of our physical activities including our sexual activities.
100. To elaborate a bit further on the first (1) step to power mentioned in the foregoing
paragraph-a Wooly-Haired Person must first pass THE CAP ABILITY TEST. The Capability
Test determines whether the [63] mind of A NEGRO is capable of growing in and with the New
Cycle, the Revolutionary Cycle. A Wooly-Haired Person has passed the Capability Test when he
or she is able to actually deny and reject the Caucasians' religion, spirit forces, and names of their
spirit forces such as God, Jesus, Lord, Christ, Ghost, et cetera. There is no true growth in
universal knowledge for the mind of a Wooly-Haired Person unless he is able to pass this test.
Growth of the mind by right knowledge is power growth. Mind power is the greatest power in
the Universe, and We Ethiopians as a race are greatly in need of it in order to think and do for
ourselves independent of other races.
101. The second (2) step to power mentioned in paragraph 99 means, of course, the acceptance
of right knowledge by the practice of it, then Universal Forces can and will work for us and with
us to achieve our goals. The third (3) step mentioned in the same paragraph means controlling
our various emotions and getting things accomplished through right knowledge, sound reason,
and sound action instead of trying to escape from our responsibilities through strong drinks,
drugs, and sex gratification. The less pleasure we have, the less our burden of liberation will be.
A male person who does not control his sexual self is ruled by women or sex because he is a
slave to sex. This does not mean that those of a kind should not have sexual relationship; but it
does mean that it should be controlled and channeled in the best interests of the Race.
Controlling sex means having sexual intercourse only with your own kind and only out of
necessity and not out of lust, and the unnatural and homosexuals [64] sexual are against the laws
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of Nature. Sex is a heavy burden on any race when the sex of that race is out of control, and we
as an oppressed and captive people can not afford any extra burdens as extra sexual activities,
strong drinking, and dope using, for those pleasures stymie liberation. Having too much pleasure
and too many children are great burdens, but women should not have to take cancer producing
drugs to keep from having too many children, because the husband should be the controlling
factor.
102. Sex must also be channeled in the best interest of our Race. There is great power in SEX,
and there is great power in the semen of the male, and when he shares that power with a female,
if that female is not for the best interests of his race, like the Moon converts gases from the Sun
to negative forces, she will convert much of that semen from the male to negative forces which
help the enemy-oppressor. Eve converted Adam's power into adverse forces and women have
been doing that increasingly so for Leviathan ever since. So, we Ethiopian, males must awaken
our women with right knowledge and get them on the side of Ethiopian Liberation, mentally,
spiritually, physically, and sexually, by guiding them right and refusing to be so free with our
sexual power, and then build an Ethiopian cultural, protective, and economic foundation for our
women and children in our own communities, so that our women will have no excuse to let men
of other races use them as sexual dumping grounds as they use them and exploit them now.
103. Love making in the form of sexual affairs with the alien enemy in all walks of life is one
reason why our [65] women do not desire to support Nationalist Liberation Movements going on
in our communities today for future well-being of our descendants, for nobody likes for anyone
to talk separatingly about his or her lover, sweetheart, et cetera, and that is what we are doing
when we talk to our women about liberating ourselves from the Caucasian. Our women are easy
prey for men of other races, especially Caucasian men, because they are ignorant to the facts, are
in economic traps, and are stigmatized by the enemy's religion. His religion softens up our
women to become his easy victims, but it is time for a change, and these Booklets entitled
BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS will help. If you are my kind, you are
my kin, and you are my kind if you have Wooly Hair. Kin, understand and accept what is written
in these Booklets, and you can think for self and kind and act for self and kind.
K. What is NUWAUPU?
104. Nuwaupu is THE SCIENCE of SOUND RIGHT REASON, and its adherents are the Sons
and Daughters of Sound Right Reason. Belief is ignorance, and Nuwaupu is knowledge. If one
has to believe, it means he or she does not know, and if one does not know, that is ignorance.
Hence belief is ignorance. The most deceptive word in religion is the word BELIEVE or
BELIEF, because a person can believe anything, and this means that a person can believes and
be one hundred per cent wrong. But knowledge is KNOWING. Knowledge is CORRECT
INFORMATION. TO KNOW gives one confidence, but belief infers doubt. Knowledge can be
checked out by one or more of three tests (I) Experience (2) Evidence or [66] (3) Reason.
Knowledge is always logical and it reasons out. Nuwaupu is right knowledge which will pass
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anyone of the three tests that is practical for the knowledge given. One can not always use the
experience test, because the experience test is not practical for all knowledge. The evidence and
reason tests are those more often practical. Yet, Nuwaupu is the science of experience, evidence,
and reason, because NINE ETHER is the POWER OF REASON. Nine Ether by Nature is the
Male and Female Spirit Forces of Wooly-Haired People, and the scientific name of Nine Ether
will be disclosed in the Ethiopian Science Nuwaupu when the minds of those Wooly-Haired
People capable of entering the New Cycle have been qualified.
105. Ethiopian Forces, Nine Ether, first visit the minds of their posterity, because They know
that nothing can be done right unless the mind is right, and the mind can not be right unless it has
accepted right knowledge. Six Ether and Ghost cause Negroes to commit suicide, because that is
just what our people are doing when they run up against the adverse forces with sticks and stones
while the enemy has tanks with machine guns blazing. Six Ether and Ghost activate our people's
minds foolishly to provoke Caucasians and their helpers to shoot them down, so Six Ether and
Ghost will have innocent blood to subsist on, and so that those two spirit forces will get stronger
in the atmosphere and maintain Caucasian economic strength and religion and prolong their
domination of Darker Peoples.
106. The solution to the racial, economic, moral, spiritual and social problems of Wooly-Haired
People is the elimination of negro, negative, and slave mentality, and that elimination will lead to
right thinking and right action for liberty and equality by help of the Forces of Nature. There's
nothing [67] wrong with violence for our liberty and equality, if we have a chance to win, but
there is no chance without our own Ethiopian Spirit Forces to counteract the adverse forces and
show us the way to liberty and equality, and we can not see the way until the mind's eye is
opened Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS help open the
mind's eye.
107. There is no solution to the problems and miserable conditions of Wooly-Haired People
anywhere unless we have a solution that is workable everywhere. Amunubi Rahkaptah offers all
Wooly-Haired People a DO-IT-YOURSELF SOLUTION until we get strong and united enough
mentally to do what we must do together, physically. All of us can work diligently and
determinately toward eliminating negative and slave mentality, and we all can do this privately
without committing suicide by provoking the visible adverse forces to brutalities and atrocities
against us. Reading and studying Booklets known as BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
EXPLANATIONS thoroughly will go a long ways toward eliminating negative forces and
repelling adverse forces, and this process leads to liberty and success for the Ethiopian Race in
general. If we Ethiopians have, free mind, we will do free things; if we have equal mind to other
races, we will do equal things -- things equal or greater than other races, because our mental
capacity as personifications of Original Creative Forces are greater than that of others once our
minds break prison. Freedom requires a free mind and the responsibilities of a free mind;
equality requires an equal mind and the responsibilities of an equal mind.
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108. Universal Knowledge called Nuwaupu informs us Ethiopians that there were THREE
CREATIONS: (1) Original or Primary Creation (2) Evolutional or Secondary Creation and (3)
Ghostational or Tertiary Creation. Primary Creation was performed by NINE ETHER whose
science is NUW AUPU. Nine Ether is the combination of ALL EXISTING GASES of Nature.
Nothing anywhere can be as powerful as All Existing Gases, therefore, Nine Ether is the most
potent power in THE UNIVERSES. Hence, Nine Ether is the Original [68] Creator who CREW
All the Universes. In Nuwaupu, the word CREATION means GROWTH INTO FORM or
SYSTEM or BOTH, and the word DESTRUCTION means CHANGE IN FORM or
COMPOSITION or BOTH. Nine Ether is CONSCIOUS and CONSCIENCE GASES. The
Ethiopian Race in person of the African Pygmies came along with Original Creation, that is, the
same kind of Ether Forces that grew the Universes also grew the Dwarf Ethiopians (the
Pygmies). Therefore, the Pygmies and their evolutionary descendants are the personification of
the Original Creative Forces. To put it another way, the African Pygmies created the Universes
in their SPIRIT FORM (Nine Ether), then personified themselves as flesh and blood beings.
There are two kinds of Ether (1) Nine Ether and (2) Six Ether. Nine Ether produced Six Ether
and Six Ether produces Ghost. Nine Ether becomes Six Ether through time and age; Six Ether
becomes Ghost through time and age. Six Ether is Nine Ether in DEATH, and Ghost is the
DEATH of Six Ether. After the death of Six Ether called the Moon or Ghost Cycle, Nine Ether
rises again.
109. Hence, Six Ether is adverse to Nine Ether just as death is adverse to life. Nine Ether is Ether
in its youth, strength, and old age, and Six Ether is Ether in death. Therefore, Ghost is the
DEATH OF DEATH. Like everything else, when death gets old, it dies, and Ether comes back to
life in the person of Nine Ether, the Ethiopian Forces of Nature. Our Sun and the other True Stars
generate Ether, but Nine Ether first generated the physical bodies of THE SUNS. In other words,
the Suns (the True Stars) of the Universes are SELF-CREATED, meaning, SELF-GROWN, by
the very power that they now reproduce. Our Science Nuwaupu tells us just how and when, but it
suffices to state at this time that Evolution or Secondary Creation started 17 million 250
thousand years ago and it was performed by Six Ether whose science is PANTHEISM, and Six
Ether is known today as Leviathan, Jesus, Noah, Zeus, Lord, Bel, Jupiter, Vishnu, Ra, Sol,
Molech, Marduk, Bal, Elyon, et cetera. Six Ether is also known as Sin, Thoth, Siva, Anubis,
Tehuti, Set, Jehovah, [69] et cetera, in its Moon or Ghost manifestation. Evolution was partial
destruction of Original Creation, because destruction is change in form or composition or both.
Booklet I entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS tells us more about
Evolution. Six Ether, the evolutionary forces, is Ether with less gases than Nine Ether, therefore,
it has a different nature than Nine Ether, and this is why the hair of Original Man (Ham, Shem,
and Japheth) is straight, which means it has less strength than the Wooly Hair of Ptah, because
Wooly Hair was produced by a more potent gas formula, meaning, more gases in the formula.
Six Ether is CONSCIOUS GASES called DEVIL and WITCH in Caucasian mythology and
theology.
110. Ghost is CONSCIOUS GASES which has less various gases in it than Six Ether, therefore,
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Ghost is a weaker gas combination than Six Ether, just as Six Ether is weaker than Nine Ether.
Nine Ether is EFFICACIOUS FLUID FIRE. Ghostation or Tertiary Creation was done by God
(Ghost) 6 thousand years ago, and this is one reason why Caucasians taught the captive that God
created the World and man 6 thousand years ago, but they did not tell the captive they meant
THE CAUCASIAN WORLD and THE CAUCASIAN MAN or RACE. The spirituality of God
is RELIGION. The albino group called Cain was the beginning of the Caucasian Race, and Cain
was the beginning of God's creation. When Six Ether reaches its climax in evolution, it produces
Ghost and Ghost is God. The posterity of Nine Ether is the Ethiopian, the Wooly-Haired Ptah;
the posterity of Six Ether is the Phoenesian, Indian, and Mongolian-the straight-haired Original
Man; the posterity of Ghost (God) is the Caucasian Race - the straight-haired Moon Cycle Man,
who was extracted from Original Man through the Ghost Process. When seen with the spiritual
eye, Ghost looks like haze or fog, and this means that Ghost is WHITE and thereby the last stage
of color, hence, since the Caucasian Race came into being by Ghostation, it has less color than
any other race. All the original Caucasians (Cain) had SILVER or YELLOW HAIR, WHITE
SKIN, and BLUE EYES, but the face now has various degrees of mixture with Darker Peoples.
[70] 111. The Jews are considered THE HEAD AND CHOSEN BY GOD of the Caucasian
Race, because the Jews have at least one thousand years of universal knowledge, culture, and
know-how on the other Caucasians, and thereby the Jews are richer, wiser, more observing, and
more deceptive than the other Caucasians. When Leviathan producing God ghostized Cain (the
Caucasian Race) from the Phoenesian and East Indian Peoples, Cain eventually renamed
everything, took over the rulership, and finished up God's creation as we see the many man-made
things today altered and increased by the Caucasian Race. Most things we see today that were
created by people, existed in time immemorial, but like the evolutionary forces changed much of
Original Creation, God's creation (the Caucasian Race) altered much of what the Ethiopian and
Original Man had created. Ghost and its posterity are THE DEATH OF DEATH, meaning, Six
Ether represents death and Ghost is the death of Six Ether, that is, Ghost (ruler of the Moon
Cycle) and its posterity, the Caucasian Race, mark the end of Evolution. There is no other stage
of Evolution after Ghost and the Caucasian Race. Therefore, after the Cycle of Ghost,
EVOLUTION REVERSES, meaning, the REVOLUTIONARY CYCLE takes over, then the
Ethiopian Race is on its way back toward the Mount of Bliss and security.
112. Nuwaupu informs us that KNOWLEDGE is KNOWING. TO KNOW is knowledge.
Knowledge is MENTAL POWER. Knowledge is CORRECT INFORMATION. Of course,
knowledge can be thought, spoken, or written. Knowledge is the BEST INFORMATION.
WISDOM is KNOWING HOW AND WHEN TO USE KNOWLEDGE. NDERSTANDING is
RECEIPT OF KNOWLEDGE by the mind and is THE UNITY of knowledge and wisdom. The
greater one's mental power is, the greater are the things he can do and will do. The mental power
of The Ethiopian Race is deeply deficient, and this is the biggest block between us and liberty,
between us and equality. Nuwaupu is right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, and this is
what we need to restore our POWERFUL MIND OF RIGHT REASON. At this time, most of
our brain power that's left is [71] being used to support and maintain the Caucasian power
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structure and system. For example, most Negro college students, graduates, and professors use
what they know to keep the Caucasian in power and domination over themselves and their own
kind by simply looking for and being contented with a mere job in the Caucasian power
structure, and that helps to perpetuate the barbaric system, instead of using what they know to
build something of their own by helping develop the Black Communities into lucrative economic
neighborhoods run by Wooly-Haired Black People. Students and graduates of other races do this
to a much greater degree than our own. The diligent reading and diligent study of the Booklets
called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS will help our college students,
graduates, and professors utilize there mental power and physical strength for Ethiopian
independence and well-being.
113. Another part and phase of the Caucasian power structure is the Negro churches. Preachers
of the Gospel (Ghost Spell) proclaim that they do not like WHITE SUPREMACY, and at the
same time Caucasian supremacy is taught in SUNDAY SCHOOL and in THE PULPIT. For
instance, in most Negro churches and church books, they show Jesus as being Caucasian, the son
of God, a Jew the chosen of God, and then teach that God is the Almighty and One Supreme
Being. Our children and adults go outside and they see the Caucasian ruling and he has
everything so they are thoroughly convinced that the only thing for them to do is serve the
chosen of God that is WHITE SUPREMACY in one of its rawest forms, and this is what the
preachers are licensed by Caucasians to preach and if they preach any thing other than what they
are licensed to preach, God (the Caucasian) will tax the church and find a way to rescind their
licenses. For those of us who do not know that the visible Lord is downtown, let a serious dispute
arise in the church, and see whether they take it to Jesus in prayer or to the Caucasian downtown.
The Caucasian downtown is the ultimate in the church, and he has the last say. Whatever the
Caucasian decides about the dispute is final to the congregation and they are satisfied.
[72] 114. Jesus and God are beginning to put it in the preachers' minds to keep Wooly-Haired
People deceived longer and deeper by proclaiming that Jesus was Black or at least of the Darker
Peoples; but Jesus and God in any color are no friends of Wooly-Haired People, and the Negroes'
brutal enslavement, barbarous oppression, and bestial leopardation (one-sided forced sexual
mixing) under Caucasian religion and civilization are proof of Jesus and God's enmity to WoolyHaired People beyond any reasonable doubt. No spiritual force BUT AN ENEMY FORCE
would help anyone do to Wooly-Haired People what the Caucasian did and are still doing to us.
What our children should be taught are the facts - God and Jesus are parts of the One Supreme
Being or Almighty - the parts that are for the Caucasian Race, and that our spiritual power and
spiritual science are not the same as those of the Caucasian Race or any other race. Because our
womanhood is not taught the right knowledge about others and our own Race, any male who
calls himself a human being can use them as sexual dumping grounds, because our women have
little or no pride of race and self, no real masculine protection in our Race, and their
economically destitute condition renders them prey to be used in every way at any time - these
have been and are MAJOR DISASTERS for the Ethiopian Nation of Wooly-Haired People.
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115. Before the Ethiopian can ever get respect from the World of Peoples again, we must first
regain trust and respect from our own females by restoring their confidence in us through proper
protection. Proper protection means putting them in a position that they will be THE QUEEN
instead of THE CHAMBERMAID. This means building moral and economic communities with
all the resources that we have access to, spearheaded by right knowledge, proper teachings, and
sexual discipline as well as all other restraints necessary. But our female counterparts must
realize and understand that they must help us become KINGS before they can take their position
as QUEENS, and this means they have to stop making love to Caucasians and men of other races
and stop using their energies and mentalities to help maintain CAUCASIAN SUPREMACY by
supporting his kind of society and his churches. The Negro preacher is a non-productive
religious [73] parasite who preys on the poor, the gullible, and the unreasonable in the black
Communities by stirring up their emotions and deceiving the people about Heaven after death.
Instead, our women should concentrate on how to become independent along with their male
counterparts, and we will soon be kings and queens again. All sensible and intelligent women
wish to be queen instead of handmaid to women of other races. No other people have had a
greater opportunity to make great history and progress than Wooly-Haired People have today all
over the World, because we all are at the bottom of the ladder with no place to go but up. The
first history for us to make as individuals and as a race is to get rid of negative and slave
mentality, then we can make history called liberty and equality. The Booklets BIBLE
INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS will help.
116. Freedom or liberty for a race is the responsibilities and realization of being master of its
own destiny without interference from other races. Equality for a race is that race having what
belongs to it by Nature, such as its own culture, its own heritage, and its own way of life. No
intelligent race desires to be equal with the Caucasian, because that means being an equal
vagabond in the Earth, an equal fugitive from justice, an equal murderer, an equal liar, et cetera.
An intelligent race simply wants to be self-supporting, self-governing, and secure from enemies.
Unfortunately, NEGROES are trying to change Caucasians and others to be like NEGROES
think they should be, but other peoples are the way they are by Nature. Therefore, trying to
change them is like trying to change Nature. We must forget about trying to change Caucasians,
but change ourselves; this is in our power to do. We Wooly-Haired People must do what is in our
own power to liberate ourselves and make ourselves equal with others, for the Caucasian is doing
what he by Nature was created to do, but the Negro is doing what he by Caucasian was created to
do. This means that the Negro was created by the Caucasian to do the will of the Caucasian. In
other words, NECRO (The Caucasian) mentally created NEGRO - the dead begets the dead.
When Wooly-Haired People start doing what we were created by Nature to do, we shall be free
and equal, [74] again. Changing ourselves from the mental dead (the Negro) to the resurrected
Ethiopian is in our own power, individually and collectively. Booklets called BIBLE
INTERPRETA TIONS AND EXPLANATIONS will help.
117. The road to liberty and equality is a road of discipline and abstinence, meaning, we as the
oppressed must make the sacrifice of limiting our pleasures, because limiting our pleasures limits
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our pains and burden and makes us stronger to break prison, mentally and physically. Those of
us who expect to survive Armageddon, the showdown between right and wrong, can not keep
getting drunk and using dope and narcotics and see THE HEREAFTER (HERE on Earth AFTER
Armageddon), because those enemies destroy the mind, and when the mind is destroyed the
individual is destroyed as a useful and intelligent person. Moreover, alcoholic drinks increase
sexual desire in most people, and too much sex is adverse to our goals of liberty, equality, and
justice because, according to the laws of the Opposites of Nature, pain must be compensated by
pleasure and pleasure must be offset by pains. So this means the less pleasure we have the less
pain, and this facilitates our movements toward independence and self-support, individually and
as a race.
118. The many problems that have been created for the oppressed are parts of AN ORGANIZED
SYSTEM to keep us Wooly-Haired People controlled, dependent, and thereby at the beck and
call of the oppressor. Therefore, we must solve our own problems by creating everything we
need and do not have. We Ethiopians, as personifications of the Original Creative Forces, have
the brain capacity and potentiality to re-create our own heritage, culture, way of life, et cetera.
Creativeness is the answer to the restoration of our heritage by Nature. Too many of us WoolyHaired People try to say and do the things that please other races, but that is not the road to
liberty and equality. Saying what we need to say and doing what we need to do, regardless of
other races, are the road to independence, dignity, and our heritage.
[75] 119. Most women in these United States are fully possessed by Caucasian men, physically,
mentally, educationally, occupationally, spiritually, economically, and SEXUALLY. Most Negro
males are also possessed by Caucasians in various ways, but the Writer capitalized the word
SEXUALLY in the case of our women because there is a SPECIAL CAMPAIGN under way by
Leviathan to destroy our racial identity through the sex of our women and at the same time
destroy all moral fiber that they may still have. Leviathan is using men of other races as well as
Caucasians to accomplish that. The only one who will ever check that diabolical scheme of
mankind and its forces is the male Ethiopian through proper teaching, protection for, and direct
appeal to our women. Some of our women know that they are working against the best interest of
Wooly-Haired People and do it deliberately because they are gold diggers, degenerates, and
opportunists who want to please the master and seducer who keep them in power. Others of our
women are just ignorant to what is going on, and yet there are still others driven to do things that
they would not do but yet do them because of their poverty-stricken condition. One of the best
ways to check our women is to give them right knowledge and see that they and our children get
proper protection and provisions by way of us Wooly-Haired Males.
120. When our minds are too filled with Caucasian education and training, we do not have room
in mind for any of our own type of culture, and this is one reason it is hard for college students,
graduates, and professors to take much interest in Ethiopian education and way of life which is
the highest form of education and best way of life. But the Writer hopes there is enough mental
space left among the higher educated that they might participate in the spiritual and mental
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revolution now shaping up among Wooly-Haired People. In other words, if our higher educated
would get into the right fight for Ethiopian goals along with the realistic and reasonable among
our masses, the struggle for Ethiopian well-being would be shorter and easier.
[76] 121. Some may wonder why the Writer still uses the word NEGRO when referring to
mentally dead Wooly-Haired People. It is because: As long as Wooly-Haired People have
negative and slave minds, they ARE still NEGROES no matter what other names they choose to
call themselves, and by calling themselves something other than Negro deceives them into
believing that they are not Negroes any more, therefore, the Writer continues to call the mentally
dead by the name NEGRO, for this emphasizes the fact that a person does not become something
else just by changing his name but by changing his mind instead. After the mind is changed by
the knowledge of resurrection, then it is proper to change the name. When the negative and slave
mind of the Negro is changed by right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding, he will
automatically cease being Negro, and everybody will know it by his words AND WORKS.
122. The slave master taught Wooly-Haired People that it was our disobedience to God that
caused our enslavement. But, Nuwaupu informs us that is a cheap and cynical falsehood
designed to falsely justify the enslavement of Wooly-Haired People. Nuwaupu discloses that
THE OPPOSITES (ETHIOPIAN and CAUCASIAN) by cycle and law of Nature can not rule on
Earth equally at the same time, hence, time came for the Caucasian to gain power and rule and
the Ethiopian to lose power and become a servant. Now the time has come for Ethiopians to gain
power again and Caucasians to decrease. The slave-master also taught the Wooly-Haired slaves
that God put a curse of black skin and kinky hair upon us, but Nuwaupu teaches us that it is
purely false because (1) Ethiopians had BLACK SKIN and WOOLY -HAIR from Original
Creation and (2) BLACK SKIN provides the best protection against exposure and disease and (3)
WOOLY HAIR means that the Sun Genes (the genes of life) are much stronger in Wooly-Haired
People than they are in straight-haired people, hence, Wooly Hair is a sign of life and originality.
However, Nuwaupu does agree that God did put a CURSE on Darker Peoples, but the curse is
not WOOLY HAIR and BLACK SKIN, instead, the curse that God put on the Ethiopian and [77]
other Darker Peoples is the CAUCASIAN and HIS WAY OF DEATH. The Ethiopian's way is
WAY OF LIFE.
123. In the 17 million 250 thousand-year epoch of Evolution, Leviathan would have ghostized
(bleached) everybody into a Caucasian Race but for the laws of the Opposites of Nature which
forbid it, and those laws are binding. God (the Creator of the Caucasian Race) represents riches
for Caucasians and poverty for Ethiopians, except for those Wooly-Haired People willing and
ready (for a price) to step on the necks of other Wooly-Haired People while doing the wishes and
wills of the Caucasian as master. The Bible is a book tampered with and thereby possessed by
Caucasians by will and power of the Moon God. Therefore, the Bible is a Caucasian book that
spellbinds the weak-minded, the gullible, and the ignorant, that the Caucasian may rule, but the
cycle for the Bible was the Moon Cycle and that cycle ended February 1962. As far as those
being used by the Moon God were involved, the wisest and most courageous person in the whole
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Bible was JONAH, because Jonah found out it was not morality and justice that God was
interested in, but was mainly interested in using Darker Peoples (including Jonah himself) to
perpetuate Caucasian safety and rule - the same way it is today with God. In other words, God's
purpose is Caucasian rule and safety.
124. God exists indeed, but IT does not exist in favor of Wooly-Haired People. Neither
preachers nor anyone else knows WHO God is unless he knows WHAT God is and the nature of
the substance of God. The Caucasian knows WHO God is and WHAT God is, as this Booklet
reveals. This Booklet also reveals WHAT God is by disclosing the substance of God and the
Devil. God and the Devil are opposite sides of the same thing LEVIATHAN. This means that
God is not going to destroy the Devil as the Bible pretends and deceives, because destroying the
Devil means destroying LEVIATHAN and that would be the end of God, for Leviathan produces
God (Ghost). Yet, God is the death of Leviathan in the sense that the Moon Cycle (the Cycle of
[78] God) marked the climax and end of EVOLUTION, and Leviathan is the evolutionary forces.
If one knows the nature of the CAUCASIAN, he knows the nature of God, for the Caucasian is
the posterity of God (Ghost). The nature of the Caucasian is to oppress and cause Darker Peoples
suffering and death. Furthermore, it stands to reason that the oppressive slave-master did not and
will not give the slave anything which he thinks may one day liberate the slave, therefore, we
know that the Bible (which the slave master gave to us) and the spirit forces thereof will never
liberate the captive. Hence, the powers of Nuwaupu are the only liberation forces for WoolyHaired People everywhere. The powers in Nuwaupu are KNOWLEDGE, REASON, and NINE
ETHER.
125. The following facts are so important they must be reiterated: There is a SPECIAL
PROJECT under way by Leviathan to further leopardize and ghostize the Ethiopian Race (the
World of Wooly-Haired People) by changing our original hair, original color, and original
features to those of other races. In other words, destroy our beautiful Wooly Hair and pretty
Black Skin by one-sided racial miscegenation (one-sided racial sexual mixing), and Leviathan is
using straight-haired men of all races in its attempt to destroy our Race through the sexual use of
our Wooly-Haired Women. Male Ethiopians must also refuse to have sexual relationship with
alien women and refuse to mongrelize their seed by refusing to father offspring by women of
other races. The HYBRIDS born from interracial sexual mixing are not accepted in the
Caucasian Race, and the leopardation and burden fall upon OUR RACE - The Ethiopian Race.
The only way We Ethiopians can put an end to that diabolical scheme is through the acceptance
of right knowledge, wisdom, and understanding which lead to right thinking and right action. A
Wooly-Haired Woman should never buy a Caucasian doll or her child, because that mentally and
spiritually ties the child to the Caucasian Race, and compels the child to think it is all right for
her to have real babies that look like the loll. Black Women should ask themselves a question:
Do Caucasian women (unless they start doing so for deceptive [79] purposes) ever buy black
dolls for their children? Buying black dolls for Wooly-Haired Children goes a long way toward
restoring our racial pride and self-respect in the eyes and minds of our children as well as the
restoration of respect from other races!
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126. The Caucasian's LAST STAND to Perpetuate his spell, influence, and rule is his woman THE CAUCASIAN WOMAN. He used to let an old Caucasian woman slip out of his hands
once in a while to one of his REAL GOOD Negro captives, but when you see the Caucasian (the
oppressor) letting his girls and young women go hand in hand with Negro males, that is a true
sign of the decline and fall of Caucasian power and rule, because he will only let some of his
young women go freely but reluctantly in order to try to keep the oppressed confused, deceived,
and spellbound for the purpose of remaining master as long as possible. The Caucasian Race is
using all the tricks available to keep Darker Peoples from regaining liberty, equality, justice, and
rightness, but when a person gets hold of right knowledge and accepts it, his wisdom and
understanding grow, and that person is able to see all the tricks of the oppressor and take the
right steps to avoid them by help of the Forces of Nature.
127. For the first time since King Cheops five thousand years ago, Wooly-Haired People are
being given THE REAL CHOICE between right or wrong, knowledge or ignorance, liberty or
serfdom, equality or disparity, justice or injustice, life or death, our own spiritual science
Nuwaupu or alien religion, meaning, liberty with Nine Ether or captivity with God and Jesus.
When sufficient circulation of these choices has been completed and sufficient time has been
allowed to accept or reject these choices through understanding, Armageddon will climax with
FIRE - artificial fire and natural fire. The last war of the Moon Cycle is called Armageddon.
Armageddon started before the end of the Moon Cycle and will continue until the Universe
(including Orb Earth) is in the rule of liberty, rightness, justice, and equality, again. Armageddon
is the war of the resurrection of the [80] dead - the mental dead. Armageddon is the showdown
between right and wrong, between life and death.
128. If any Negro (male or female) can read and study the Booklets called BIBLE
INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS and still have the same old negative mind and
the same old negative spirit that makes a person a Negro and keeps a person a Negro, that
individual is incapable of being resurrected from the mental dead and is definitely detrimental to
the cause of Ethiopian progress and well-being, because that person is indeed on the side of the
enemy of Ethiopian liberty, equality, justice, and Ethiopian Nationalism. Furthermore, if a Negro
simply reads these Booklets entitled BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND EXPLANATIONS and
the knowledge in them does not start a GROWING FIRE for mental resurrection, liberty, and
equality, that person is dead forever, and is a bigger liability to Ethiopian progress and weltbeing than the alien enemy himself, because we know the alien enemy on sight, but those
enemies among us that look like us are more danger, for the only way we know them is by their
words or deeds or both. Therefore, the enemies among us that look like us are enemies of right
Ethiopian goals same as the alien oppressor.
129. Nuwaupu is THE BEST KNOWLEDGE, WISDOM, AND UNDERSTANDING. Nuwaupu
is THE ETHIOPIAN'S EQUALIZER anywhere and any time, and it will be disclosed when the
minds of all Wooly-Haired People with the ability to identify themselves with NINE ETHER
have been qualified. The Booklets called BIBLE INTERPRETATIONS AND
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EXPLANATIONS ARE SUFFICIENT TO QUALIFY WITH, if accepted and diligently studied
as well as read. These Booklets are dedicated and designed to separate the WHEAT from the
TARE - separate those who can make it from those who can not make it. Those who are NOT
FLEXIBLE ENOUGH to REFORM and CONFORM TO RIGHT KNOWLEDGE through
SOUND REASON will not survive Armageddon, the showdown between right and wrong.

